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1 System Overview
The e-ITEP is the web-based commercial off the shelf software application customised by Raytheon
Professional Services GmbH for NATO to implement the Individual Training and Education Programme
(ITEP). The ITEP is the programme and management process to match NATO and global partners Education
and Individual Training (E&IT) requirements and opportunities and provide synchronised training solutions to
fulfil NATO assigned missions in the most effective, efficient and affordable way. The NATO Education and
Training Opportunities Catalogue (ETOC) embedded in the e-ITEP includes the training opportunities offered
by NATO education and training Institutions, as well as from nations, global partners, and other international
organisations to integrate their activities and open NATO to a wider community of shared interest.
Optimised for use by NATO, Nations, global partners and education & training institutions, the e-ITEP provides
the ability to programme and manage Education and Individual Training requirements at all levels. One of the
main products is the ability to produce individual training plans for those deploying into a NATO post. This
training plan will map out the E&IT requirements supplying the when and where these training and education
opportunities will be available as well as allowing registration and course administration.
The e-ITEP supports the goal of delivering the right training to the right people at the right time allowing the
individuals to possess upon arrival to a NATO post the skills and competencies necessary to perform their
assigned duties. The system allows near-real time visibility by all users to ensure transparency and improve the
communication of training requirements and opportunities.
Below is the overall Process Flow Diagram of e-ITEP functionalities.
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1.1 Roles Matrix
Below is the high level roles matrix of the e-ITEP System:

Roles Matrix
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2 New User Registration
The New User Registration feature, accessible from the Login Page of e-ITEP allows the visitor to create a new
e-ITEP user account which provides them with a unique Login ID and password to interact with the system.
Below is the Process Flow diagram of the New User Registration feature.

2.1 Creating New User Account
1. Visitor navigates to e-ITEP Login Page.
2. Visitor clicks on New User Registration button.
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3. Visitor completes the New User Registration form and clicks Submit. Below is the portion of New User
Registration form.
Note:
a. The Organisation field in the New User Registration form is an auto complete field. To select
your organisation structure please enter the word(s) which appears in your organisation and the
system will show an auto complete list of top 100 organisation structure which contains the
respective word(s).
b. The primary post field in the New User Registration form is an auto complete field.
o For PE/CE post after selecting your organisation structure (Organisations) please type in
the first letter of your post code in the respective field.
o If you are filling a NATO PE/CE post but do not know your NATO post code or are filling
a Non-NATO post please type N and select one of the three options(NATO International
Civilian, NATO Military, NON-NATO)
4. The system gives the ability to the user to complete their organization structure automatically by
selecting their Post Code in the following way:
a. User types in one or more letter of their Post code in the Primary Post Field.
b. System displays auto-complete list.
c. User selects the appropriate Post code from the auto-complete list.
d. Page refreshes and user’s org structure is filled automatically.
e. User can still modify their org structure and select the appropriate Post code using the autocomplete feature of the e-ITEP system.
5. After the successful submission of new user registration form, a new account request notification email
is sent to users that are part of NATO distribution list for review.
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2.2 New User Account Approval/Rejection
6. A New User Account request notification email is sent to the Users that are part of NATO distribution
list (eitephelp@act.nato.int) after each successful submission of new user registration form.
7. Admin visits e-ITEP and logs in.
8. Admin clicks on Profiles, accessible from the navigation menu and clicks on View Pending Users from
the sub-menu.

View Pending Users feature allows the user with e-ITEP Administrator Role to search for the list of pending
user accounts and view, approve or reject their account request. Below is an example of search performed on
View Pending Users feature, with result set. (All search functions allow users to search with empty search
criteria.)

2.2.1
View/Edit
9. User clicks on View to view or edit the new user account and clicks Submit.
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2.2.2
Approve
10. In order to Approve the New User Account request, the user clicks on Approve. The user is given a
chance to view all of the application details before approving (see the sample below).
11. User clicks on the Approve button Upon displayed at the bottom of the page. Upon approval a
welcoming email is sent to the user that requested the new account. The email contains a unique LoginID and password for the new user of the system.
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2.2.3
Reject
12. User clicks on Reject, fill in the Rejection reason and clicks Submit. An account rejection email is sent
to the user that requested the new account, notifying the rejection reasons. Below is an example view of
the Reject Pending User screen.

3 Login
All users have a unique Login ID with which they log in to the system. The Login ID is tied to a permission
based user profile. The scope of permission and consequently which e-ITEP features and functionality the user
sees is dictated by the Role that the profile is assigned. While the Role of the user affects what the user sees
after they are logged into the site, the Login page is same for all the users.
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Though the system is equipped with several roles, the main focus of this user guide will be on the e-ITEP
Administrator, Point of Contact Role and the User Role.

3.1 Logging in to e-ITEP
1. User navigates to the e-ITEP Login Page
2. User enters their Login ID and Password and clicks Submit

4 Home Page
The Home Page provides a common entry point for users to interact with the system. From this portal, system
elements are presented and access is dependent upon each user’s individual system profile.
The Home Page is sectioned off into the following key areas:





Top Menu Navigation
Welcome User box consisting of a banner and personalised profile information
Status and News box, to which snippets of information and links can be added by a system admin
Three boxes containing links to other areas in the site
o Education & Individual Training Requirements
o Education & Training Opportunities
o Student

Below is an example view of the Home Page for an e-ITEP Administrator.
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5 Navigation Menu
A menu consisting of a series of links located across the top of each page in the system, allows the user to
navigate through the key features of the site. These links either lead to other pages in the system or expand to
reveal sub-categories which lead to other pages in the system. The Admin Tools, Reports and Bidding menu
options and several sub-category menu options are Manager Features and therefore not available to the Student
role.

6 Resources
The Resources feature is a repository for reference material, documents, links, commonly used training
materials for example: maps to training facilities, or training guides and images. It is accessible from the
navigation menu and is available to all the users outside and inside the e-ITEP system. The individual resource
items are accessible depending on the match between the user role and the resource visibility grading of the
respective resource item.
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7 Help
The Help feature of e-ITEP system is available to all the users and is accessible from the navigation menu.

The Help section provides the users with a link to download the pdf version of the e-ITEP Administrator User
Guide.

8 Contact Us
Contact Us feature gives the ability to all the users of the e-ITEP system to send their questions, responses,
requests, comments, doubts, etc. and contact the Help Desk Section of the e-ITEP System. This feature is
accessible from the navigation menu.
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1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in the system.
2. User navigates to Contact Us.
3. Feedback page loads, users fills the Feedback form and clicks the Send Feedback button. Below is an
example view of the screen.

The contact Us feature is also available to users outside of e-ITEP. These guest users can access this feature
from the login page by click on the ETOC image. Once the user clicks on the ETOC image the Contact Us
feature is accessible from the navigation menu.

9 Profiles
Profiles contain user information such as Name, Login ID/User ID, Password, Rank, Post, Role, and Email
Address, etc.

9.1 Profile Manager
Users with Point of Contact Role or higher with the exception of ACT Discipline Point Of Contact and
Discipline Community Of Interest role have the ability to manage their employees profiles through the Profile
Manager feature, accessible from the navigation menu.
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Below is an example view of a search performed on the Profile Manager feature, with results set.
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Note: e-ITEP administrator or any other person with higher roles does not have the ability to edit the following
fields (personal data) of any other person other than themselves. These fields are editable only by the user itself.



1. Last Name
2. First Name
3. Middle Name
4. Email
User with e-ITEP Administrator and Help Desk Admin roles have the ability to see the additional user
status and roles search filter on Profile Manager page. This gives them the ability to see Active and Inactive
users on Profile Manager page.
o When user selects ETOC Institutions Manager role then, system displays the Training Institution
search filter in addition to the existing search filters. Whereas, when user selects any of the
following roles (User, Point Of Contact) then, system displays org level search filters in addition to
the existing search filters.
o If the user selects the Discipline Community of Interest role then the additional Discipline drop
down search filter is displayed.
o Note: It is not recommended to select any of the above mentioned roles in combination with
another role belonging to a different search category.
o E-ITEP Administrator users also have the ability to see the User source column on the profile
manager page which allows them to filter for profiles which have been created using e-ITEP or via
ETF Transcript upload/transfer.

Below is an example view of the page with result set.
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9.2 Edit Your Profile
All users have the ability to update their own profile through the Edit Your Profile feature, accessible from the
navigation menu and by clicking on their name in the Welcome User box of the Home Page.
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User clicks on their name in the Welcome User box of the Home Page.

Or navigates to Profiles > Edit Your Profile.

3. Edit User page loads, user makes the desired changes to their profile. Below is an example view of the
Edit User page.
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Note: when logged in as a User, the Organisation field is disabled and the Reset Org Levels link is not shown:

4. User clicks Submit.
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9.3 Add User Profile
Users with Point of Contact Role or higher with the exception of ACT Discipline Point Of Contact and
Discipline Community Of Interest role also have the ability to create new user profiles through the Add User
Profile feature, accessible from the navigation menu. Below is a portion of the Add User Profile form.
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Profiles > Add User Profile

3. User completes the Add User form and clicks Submit. Below is an example view of the Add User from.
Note:
a. The Organisation field in the New User Registration form is an auto complete field. To select
your organisation structure please enter the word(s) which appears in your organisation and the
system will show an auto complete list of top 100 organisation structure which contains the
respective word(s).
b. The primary post field in the New User Registration form is an auto complete field.
o For PE/CE post after selecting your organisation structure (Organisations) please type in
the first letter of your post code in the respective field.
o If you are filling a NATO PE/CE post but do not know your NATO post code or are filling
a Non-NATO post please type N and select one of the three options(NATO International
Civilian, NATO Military, NON-NATO)
4. The system gives the ability to the user to complete their organization structure automatically by
selecting their Post in the following way:
a. User types in one or more letter of their post in the Primary Post Field.
b. System displays auto-complete list.
c. User selects the appropriate Post code from the auto-complete list.
d. Page refreshes and user’s org structure is filled automatically.
e. User can still modify their org structure and select the appropriate Post code using the autocomplete feature of the e-ITEP system.
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1 - Select a Primary
Post

2 – The Organisation
field is updated with
the Organisation for
the Primary Post

5. User clicks Submit.

9.4 Password Policy
Following are the specifications of the password policy of the e-ITEP System:
Policy

Description
8 characters long minimum

Password length
Password specifications
Default period of the prompt to change the
password

03/09/2018
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10 Organisations
10.1 Org Manager
The Org Manager feature, accessible from the Admin Tools Menu in the navigation menu allows user with eITEP Administrator, NATO ETOC Manager Role to search for the Organisations they are associated with and
to View and Edit their Org information.

Below is an example view of a search performed on the Org Manager feature, with results set.

11 Individual Training Plan for PE/CE (NCS) Posts
The Individual Training Plan for PE/CE (NCS) Posts feature provides a centralised list of mandatory and
desired courses for a selected post, which is selected in the user profile by the user’s supervisor.
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11.1 View a User's Training Plan
View a User’s Training Plan feature, accessible from the navigation menu allows user with Roles higher than
Point of Contact with an exception of ACT Discipline Point Of Contact and Discipline Community Of Interest
role to search for their employees and view their Training Plans.

Below is an example view of a search performed on the View a User’s Training Path feature, with results set.

1. From the results set, the Point of Contact can view the list of Training Plans that an employee is
working on by clicking on the View link associated with that employee.
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2. To view scheduled course iterations for courses in user’s training plan in a Training Calendar view, user
clicks on Training Plan view in the Calendar link. The Training calendar displays scheduled course
iterations in the current year for all courses (with values other than Passed or Completed under the
Status column) within user’s training plan.
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3. Once the training calendar page loads, user has the ability to change the search filters including the
calendar year.
4. In order to search for a different course or search via training calendar, user clicks Rest button
5. User clicks on Back to Training Plan link to go back to the View Your Training Plan page
6. Clicking on the Certifications/Certificates link displays a user’s certificate and allows the user to
download certificates.

11.2 View Your Training Plan
Users can view their own Training Paths through the View Your Training Plan feature, accessible from the
navigation menu.
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Also the Individual Training Plan feature, accessible from the navigation menu provides a centralised list of
mandatory and desired courses for a selected post, which is selected in the user profile by the user’s Point of
Contact.

Below is an example view of a search performed on the Individual Training Plan feature, with results set.

11.3 Seat Gaps Report
Seat Gaps Report feature is accessible from the navigation menu under Individual Training Plan menu item as
well as under Reports menu item depending upon the user’s role. It provides Gap/ Surplus Analysis report and
also gives 1 Year and 3 Year Export To Excel capabilities to the users.
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Below is an example view of a Seat Gap Report based upon the search performed.
Note: The values displayed under Demand for Course Mandatory or Demand for Course Desired columns will
not include the demand of courses for PE Posts with a Posting Start date of “NOT FILLED”

Link from Demand for Course Mandatory/Desired
Clicking on a number from this column links the user to a report which shows the list of posts which contains
the selected course as mandatory/desired training requirement.
Link from Scheduled Seats
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Clicking on a number from this column links the user to search course iterations page and displays list of course
iterations whose sum of max seats are resulting in the number displayed under scheduled seats column on the
seat gap report.

12 ETOC
The ETOC contains all available courses. Each ETOC entry contains information about a course and in many
cases a link to the course and a list of available class iterations for Residential, Seminar and VCT courses.
e-ITEP system allows e-ITEP Administrators, NATO ETOC Managers and ETOC Institutions Managers
to bulk upload courses using the Course Uploader functionality available in the ETOC. For further
details, please refer to “Bulk Uploader of ETOC Courses and Course Iterations (Templates)” user guide.

12.1 ETOC Search (without logging into e-ITEP)
The ETOC Search feature is also accessible also without a login for e-ITEP allowing users to search for courses
in the ETOC.
1. User clicks on either the “Click Here to Launch ETOC” link or the ETOC image.
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2. User is directed to Advanced Search page.
3. User enters desired search criteria and clicks Submit.
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12.1.1 View Existing Course
4. ETOC Search page refreshes displaying results matching user’s search criteria.
5. User clicks on the View link under the Action column.

6. View Course loads displaying selected course details as shown in the image below.
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*Discipline Information Tab displays contact information regarding respective discipline and area associated
with the selected course.
12.1.2 Exporting the Course List
The list of course results can be exported to a word document, a pdf, or an excel spreadsheet by using the
respective buttons above the search options:

Exporting to Excel will create a spreadsheet which contains the list of courses, with all of the details associated
with each course.
Exporting to a word or PDF document will create the respective document, which contains descriptive data
about each of the courses in the list.
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12.1.3 View Scheduled Course Iterations
7. User clicks on View Scheduled Iterations button above the ‘View Course’ header.

8. Advanced Search page loads displaying list of iterations for the selected course within the date range
search filter.
9. User modifies the search criteria and clicks on Append/Update Search button

10. Advanced Search page refreshes displaying list of scheduled course iterations matching user’ search
criteria.
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11. User clicks on the Apply-Login Required link under the Apply column, to apply into the desired course
iteration.

12. User clicks on the e-ITEP logo displayed on the top left corner of the page to return back to e-ITEP
Login Page.
12.1.4 Exporting the Course Iteration List
The list of course iterations can be exported to Excel by clicking the ‘Export to Excel’ button in the blue action
menu bar

Exporting the list will create an Excel spreadsheet with all of the details about the iterations.
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12.2 ETOC Search (logged into e-ITEP)
1. User navigates to ETOC > ETOC Search

Below is an example view of the ETOC Search page with result set

From this screen the user can export the list into excel, word, and PDF files. Please see section 12.1.2 for more
details.
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12.3 Add New ETOC Course
The Add Course feature, accessible from the navigation menu after logging in to e-ITEP system, allows users
with E-ITEP Admin/NATO Admin/ NATO ETOC Manager/ETOC Institution Manager/ Institution (National)
Training Manager/e-ITEP Institution Training Manager Roles to add a New ETOC Course.
Below is the Process Flow diagram of the ETOC Course Approval feature.
ETOC Course Approval

System

Visits e -ITEP and logins
for adding a new course
entry.

Sends an email to
individuals with NATO
ETOC Manager role,
notifying that new
course in ETOC
requires approval

NATO ETOC Manager

E-ITEP Admin/NATO
Admin/NATO ETOC
Manager/ETOC
Institution Manager/
Institution(National)
Training Manager/eITEP Institution Training
Manager

e-ITEP System Roles Process

Visits e -ITEP to view,
approve or review new
course request

Modifies course data
and resubmits

Sends a course approval
email to the individual that
added the new course,
providing basic course
details. The course is now
active and available for
ETOC search

Sends a course entry
rejection email to the
individual that added the
new course, notifying
modification reason and
explanation

End

No

Approved

Yes

Checks effective start
and end dates and
sets companies

12.3.1 Add ETOC Course
1. User navigates to e-ITEP Login Page and clicks on Add Course, accessible under the ETOC from the
navigation menu.

2. User completes the Add Course form and clicks Submit. Below is the example view of Add Course
form.
Automatic generation of ETOC course codes
1. The course code is an automated field and will be generated based on the selection of discipline, area,
depth of knowledge and automated number.
2. For example: Discipline is Financial (FIN); Area is Budget (BT), Depth Of Knowledge is 3.Apply then,
the auto generated course code will be FIN-BT-3xxxx where xxxx is the number which has been
automatically generated by the system.
3. Upon successful addition of the course, the automatically generated course code will be displayed in the
course code field. See reference image below:
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4. Successful updates to Discipline, Area and Depth of Knowledge of the course will automatically update
the respective course code which will be displayed in the course code field.

Note:


In order to submit the course for ETOC approval, ‘Submit Course for ETOC Upload’ field
should be set to ‘Yes’.



“Fields in the Add Course form which requires text to be included within the system, permits the
following application functions to display text in a readable format:
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<u> underline </u>, <i> italics </i>, <b> bold </b>, <ul> bullet lists </ul>, <li> bullet lists </li> and
<br> line break </br>”
e-ITEP system supports Mobile Education Training Teams (METTs). For courses which are
suitable for mobile delivery, please select yes for Suitable for Mobile Delivery? field.
Upon successful addition of the course, the system redirects the user to the Edit Course page. The
system also displays an additional Discipline Information tab which displays the discipline and
area contact information for the respective course.
e-ITEP system supports different types of course delivery methods: Blended, E-Learning,
Residential, Seminar, Virtual Classroom Training(VCT)

12.3.2 Applying for NATO Course Certification
e-ITEP provides the ability to apply for NATO Course Certification for an ETOC course on the Add/Edit
course page. User must fill in the following fields on the Add/Edit course page to apply for the NATO Course
Certification for the respective course.
NOTE: ETOC Institutions Manager cannot change the NATO Course Certification for a course using the bulk
uploader as it involves uploading of the course documentation to support the NATO Course Certification
process..

Remarks regarding the NATO Course certification can be captured in the NATO Course Certification Remarks
field.
*When adding a new course firstly you must fill in all the required data and submit the add course form.
Secondly you must upload the documents supporting the NATO Course Certification under the course
resources.
Once the document has been uploaded under the course resources section of the respective course, navigate to
the edit course page of the course, select yes for the Apply for NATO Course Certification field, enter the
appropriate NATO Course Certification Remarks (if any) and click thr Submit button.
For existing course, you must upload the documents supporting the NATO Course Certification under the
course resources. Once the document has been uploaded under the course resources section of the respective
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course, navigate to the edit course page of the course, select yes for the Apply for NATO Course Certification
field, enter the appropriate NATO Course Certification Remarks (if any) and click the Submit button.
12.3.3 Automation of NATO Course Certification (NCC)
The NATO Course Certification of the course is automated based on the NATO Course Requirement of the
course and the NATO ETF Institution accreditation of the training institution offering the course.

Process of adding, approving and editing an ETOC course as ETOC Institutions Manager
For new Course
5. When users with role ETOC Institutions Manager adds a new course via bulk uploader or via the
Add course page then, the NATO Course Certification of the course is defaulted to NATO Listed.
(The course is still not approved)
6. The user then navigates to ETOC > ETOC Search, performs search for the respective course and clicks
on Edit link.
7. User selects the correct value for Apply for NATO Course Certification field for the course and clicks
Submit
8. Upon clicking the Submit button, system calculates the NATO Course Certification of the course and
updates it automatically based on the values for Apply for NATO Course Certification and NATO ETF
Institutional Accreditation of the respective training institution.
9. User then submits the course for ETOC approval.
10. NATO ETOC Manager approved the course pending ETOC Approval.
a. The system also performs an automatic calculation of the NATO Course Certification upon
successful approval of the course. In case the calculated value of NCC is different than the
current, the new NCC goes pending Approval. An email notification is sent to NATO ETOC
Manager and ETOC Institutions Manager informing them regarding the update which has been
requested for the NATO Course Certification of the course.
For existing Course
11. ETOC Institutions Manager updates the value of Apply for NATO Course Certification field for the
course and clicks Submit.
12. Upon clicking the Submit button, system calculates the NATO Course Certification of the course based
on the values of Apply for NATO Course Certification and NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation of
the training institution.
13. For courses which have been approved, in case the new calculated NATO Course Certification is
different than the current value of the NATO Course Certification, the new NCC goes pending
Approval. An email notification is sent to NATO ETOC Manager and ETOC Institutions Manager
informing them regarding the update which has been requested for the NATO Course Certification of
the course.
14. Below is an example view of the email:
From: e-ITEP Management System
To: NATO ETOC Manager
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CC: Training institutions (Application email) and ETOC Institutions Training Manager of the training
institution
Subject: NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation Updated
Body:
Unfortunately, the NATO institutional accreditation of the training institution mentioned below has
expired on <NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation Expiry>. As a result, the NATO Course
Certification of the ETOC courses offered by the training institutions has been affected. Please log into
e-ITEP, navigate to Admin Tools > Training Institutions > Training Institution Search, search for the
training institution and update the institutional accreditation.
Training Institution: <Training Institution Name>
NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation: <NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation>
NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation Expiry: <NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation expiry date>
Regards
Your e-ITEP Administration Center Team

Process of adding, approving and editing an ETOC course as NATO ETOC Manager
1. When users with role NATO ETOC Manager add a new course via bulk uploader then, the NATO
Course Certification of the course is defaulted to NATO Listed. The course has by passed the ETOC
approval process.
2. The user then navigates to ETOC > ETOC Search, performs search for the respective course and clicks
on Edit link.
3. User captures the value for Apply for NATO Course Certification field for the course and clicks Submit
4. Upon clicking the Submit button, system calculates the NATO Course Certification of the course based
on the values of Apply for NATO Course Certification field and NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation
of the training institution.
5. For courses which have been approved, in case the new calculated NATO Course Certification is
different than the current value of the NATO Course Certification, the new NCC goes pending
Approval. An email notification is sent to NATO ETOC Manager and ETOC Institutions Manager
informing them regarding the update which has been requested for the NATO Course Certification of
the course.
6. Below is an example view of the email:
From: e-ITEP Management System
To: NATO ETOC Manager
CC: Training institutions (Application email) and ETOC Institutions Manager of the training institution
Subject: NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation Updated
Body:
Unfortunately, the NATO institutional accreditation of the training institution mentioned below has
expired on <NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation Expiry>. As a result, the NATO Course
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Certification of the ETOC courses offered by the training institutions has been affected. Please log into
e-ITEP, navigate to Admin Tools > Training Institutions > Training Institution Search, search for the
training institution and update the institutional accreditation.
Training Institution: <Training Institution Name>
NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation: <NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation>
NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation Expiry: <NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation expiry date>
Regards
Your e-ITEP Administration Center Team
NOTE: Only users with role e-ITEP Administrator has the ability to modify/manually overwrite the
value of NATO Course Certification field after the course has been improved. Please note that the NATO
Course Certification will be updated automatically if there is change to "NATO Course Certification "
and "NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation".
12.3.4 Approval/Review Pending NATO Course Certification
Once the course has been approved, the NATO Course Certification field is update automatically and undergoes
NATO Course Certification (NCC) approval if the new value of NCC is different than the current value of
NCC.
1. User navigates to ETOC > View/Approve Pending Courses
2. User enters desired search criteria, sets the Course Pending NATO Course Certification (NCC)
approval filter to Yes and clicks Submit button

Approve Pending NCC
3. User clicks on Approve NCC link displayed under Action column.

4. System displays the confirmation message to the user as shown below, sends an email notification to
the NATO ETOC Manager, Application email address of the training institution and ETOC Institutions
Managers and displays the new NCC for the respective course throughout the system :
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Below is an example view of the email:
From: e-ITEP Management System
To: Training institutions (Application email) and ETOC Institutions Managers of the training
institutions
CC: NATO ETOC Manager
Subject: NATO Course Certification request approved
Body:
Congratulations, your request for the NATO course certification for the following course has been
approved.
Course Code: <Course Code>
Course Name: <Course Name>
NATO Course Certification: <NATO Course Certification Acknowledgment attached>
Training Institution: <Training Institution Name>
NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation: < NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation>
NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation Expiry: <NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation Expiry>
Regards
Your e-ITEP Administration Center Team

Review Pending NCC
3. User clicks on Reject NCC link displayed under Action column.
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4. User enters the Review remarks and clicks Submit button.

5. System sends an email notification to the NATO ETOC Manager, Application email address of the
training institution and ETOC Institutions Training Managers. The NCC of the course remains
unchanged throughout the system:
Below is an example view of the email:
From: e-ITEP Management System
To: Training institutions (Application email) and ETOC Institutions Training Managers of the training
institutions
CC: NATO ETOC Manager
Subject: NATO Course Certification request not approved
Body:
Unfortunately, your request for the NATO course certification for the following course has not been
approved.
Course Code: <Course Code>
Course Name: <Course Name>
NATO Course Certification: <NATO Course Certification>
Review Remarks* : < Review Remarks>
Training Institution: <Training Institution Name>
NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation: < NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation >
NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation Expiry: <NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation Expiry>
Regards
Your e-ITEP Administration Center Team
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12.3.5 E-Learning Courses (WBT’s)
E-learning courses are set up in similar manner to all other courses however there are differences. The
differences are:
1. Access to WBT can be restricted to approved users. If the Require Access flag on the add course page
is set to Yes then before a user can view the content of the WBT, an authorized administrator (e-ITEP
Administrator, ETOC Institutions Manager) must approve the user’s access. Course creation is
discussed in 12.2.2.1 and approval is discussed in 14.5.
2. A SCORM package (external file) is uploaded to the course, requiring the completion of an additional
screen in the course addition process. Discussed in 12.2.2.2.
1. A WBT can be launched in two ways (discussed in 12.3.2): If a user is;
o Logged into e-ITEP; the WBT can be accessed through the e-ITEP navigation menu via
ETOC>ETOC Search >View Course page.
o Not logged in to e-ITEP; the WBT can be accessed from the ETOC Login Page.
Below is the process flow diagram of the WBT Course Approval Workflow that is followed if the user launches
the WBT from the View Course Page.
WBT Course Access Approval Process – User Logged into e _ITEP
Launch WBT from ETOC >ETOC Search

User

e-ITEP System Roles Process
Visits e-ITEP
ETOC>ETOC
Search. Selects a
course and clicks on
‘View’.

User
desires access to a
WBT & User is logged
into e_ITEP

User returns to the
ETOC>ETOC
Search and
locates the course

User clicks on
“Request Access”
link from blue box.

System

View Course Page
displays a “Request
Access” Link in blue
box.

Yes

Course
Access
Required?

WBT Course
Launch page
appears.

View Course page
displays a “Launch
Course” link in the
blue box.

Sends a course rejection
email to the individual that
requested access to the
WBT, informing of reason for
rejection.

Clicks on “Cancel” next to
the User from
Application>Course Access
Request page. And enters in
reason for rejection
Receives notification of
WBT Course Access
request via email. Navigates
to Application>Course
Access Requests.

User clicks on
course link

WBT course
launches.

End.

System displays
confirmation message
that user request has
been sent.
Go to
End

e-ITEP Administrator
NATO Administrator
e-ITEP Institutions Training
Manager

No

User clicks on
“Launch Link” from
blue box.

From Course Access
Requests page,
Locates and reviews
the user’s course
access request.

Sends a course approval
email to the individual that
requested access to the
WBT. The course is now
available for the user to
Launch.

No

Access
Approved?

Yes

Clicks on “Approve”
next to the User from
Application>Course
Access Request
page.

Below is the process flow diagram of the WBT Course Approval Workflow that is followed if the user launches
the WBT from the ETOC Login page.
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WBT Course Access Approval Process – User not logged in to e _ITEP:
Launch WBT from ETOC Login page
e-ITEP System Roles Process

User

A

User desires
access to a WBT .

User click on ETOC
from Login page

Course Access
Required?

User Clicks on link
displayed

User selects a
course and clicks on
view

User Logs in

“Click here to
launch ETOC Login ” link is
displayed

No

User clicks on
course link

WBT Course
Launch page
appears.

System Displays
the login page

System

Yes

Yes

User
Approved?

WBT Course
Launches
No

No

“Request Access
– Login Required”
link is displayed .

Course Access
Required?

End.

Yes
Sends a course rejection
email to the individual that
requested access to the
WBT, informing of
rejection reason

e-ITEP Administrator
NATO Administrator
e-ITEP Institutions Training
Manager

System displays
confirmation
message, that user
request has been
sent.

Receives notification of WBT
Course Access request via
email. Navigates to
Application >Course Access
Requests.

From Course Access
Requests page, locates
and reviews the user’s
course access request.

Clicks on “Cancel” next
to the User from
Application>Course
Access Request page.
And enters rejection
reason

Sends a course approval
email to the individual that
requested access to the
WBT. The course is
available to Launch.

Go to
End

Go to
A

No

Access
Approved?

Yes

Clicks on “Approve”
next to the User from
Application >Course
Access Request
page.

12.3.5.1 Creating WBT
Complete the Add Course page fields as required and as described above, however specifically for a WBT, user
must follow the steps below:
1. User selects W—ELEARNING as the delivery method.

2. User selects the ‘Submit Course for ETOC Upload’ field as ‘No’.
This will remain as ‘No’ until the Meta-data for the WBT is complete. This flag is changed to ‘Yes’ (as
described above in “Adding a Course”) only when the data entry and uploads are complete and the course
is ready to be submitted for approval.

3. If approval is required prior to the course being launched and the course contents being viewed then
user selects Course Access Required field as Yes.
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4. User completes the Add Course form and clicks Submit.
5. User then clicks on E-Learning Course (WBT) Details tab, below is an example view of E-Learning
Course (WBT) Details tab.

6. User complete the required fields on E-Learning Course (WBT) Details tab. User ensures that the eLearning Course Standard field value matches with the SCORM file format that will be attached to the
respective course.
7. User clicks Submit. Upon submission the ‘SCORM File’ upload feature is activated and is displayed on
the E-Learning Course (WBT) Details tab as shown in the screen shot below:
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12.3.5.2 Uploading a SCORM Package
1. User locates the SCORM file for upload using the Browse button displayed under E-Learning Course
(WBT) Details tab.
2. User clicks Verify. Verify will check the selected file, ensuring proper SCORM format based on the
selected e-Learning Course Standard.
Note: The verification process may return warnings that do not prevent the uploading of the WBT.
If this does occur, it is strongly recommended that user perform the following steps:
o User checks that all the files referenced in the imsmanifest.xml file exists in the .zip file
as sometimes if files referenced in the imsmanifest.xml file does not exists in the .zip
file, it leads to incorrect functioning of WBT.
o User clicks through and reviews the course to ensure that it functions correctly.
3. Upon completion of the verification process an Upload button is displayed.
4. User clicks the Upload button to attach the SCORM file to the respective WBT.

5. Upon successful upload the system displays the following confirmation message:
SCORM File uploaded to the database.
The record was successfully updated.
6. User completes the Add Course process (refer to step 12.2.1 above) by changing the ‘Submit Course for
ETOC Upload’ to ‘Yes’.
7. User clicks Submit.
12.3.5.3 Deleting a WBT Package
To delete a WBT package from a course, the course must first be inactive. To delete a WBT Package from an
inactive course:
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in
2. User navigates to ETOC > ETOC Search
3. User enters the search criteria to find the inactive course where the WBT package will be deleted from
and clicks Submit.
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4. User clicks edit next to the course that will have the WBT package deleted in the Action column.

5. The user is taken to the Edit Course page. User clicks the E-LEARNING COURSE (WBT) DETAILS
tab.
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6. In this tab, click the REMOVE WBT PACKAGE button to remove the WBT package.

7. e-ITEP warns the user that the package will be removed from the system.
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8. To proceed, click OK. The system informs the user that the WBT package has been removed.

12.4 View/Edit Existing ETOC Courses
1. User visits e-ITP and logs in.
2. User navigates to ETOC > ETOC Search

3. User enters the search criteria to perform ETOC Course search and clicks Submit.
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4. User selects the desired course from the list of courses displayed as a search result.
12.4.1 View existing course
User clicks on View link for the selected course.
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View course page loads displaying the selected course details. Below is an example view of the page.

12.4.2 View Scheduled Course Iterations
User clicks on View Scheduled Iterations link displayed in the blue instructional box.
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Search Course Iterations page loads displaying list of scheduled course iterations matching user’ search criteria.

12.4.3 Requesting Access to and Launching a WBT
WBTs can be launched in two ways: If a user is;
o Logged in the system, the WBT can be accessed through the e-ITEP navigation menu via
ETOC>ETOC Search >View Course page.
o Not logged in the system, the WBT can be accessed from the ETOC Login Page.
12.4.3.1 Accessing WBT from e-ITEP navigation menu; ETOC>ETOC Search; user is logged in the system
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in the system.
2. User navigates to ETOC>ETOC Search and locates the desired E-Learning course (WBT).
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3. User clicks on the View link under action column for the selected course.
4. System displays View Course page for the respective course.
o If the selected WBT requires access approval, then a Request Access link appears in the ETOC
blue box.
o If the selected WBT does not require access approval or if approval has already been granted,
then a Launch Course link will appear (refer steps 9-11 below).
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5. User clicks on the Request Access link. The course is then added to the Course Access Requests list for
approval by an Administrator (refer to section 14.3 below – Course Access Requests).
6. User waits for course access approval (or non-approval) notification via system generated email.
7. Upon receipt of approval email the user can return to ETOC> ETOC Search.
8. User locates their course and clicks on View link for the respective course. User is directed to View
Course page of the selected course.
9. Launch Course link is displayed in the blue instructional box.

10. User clicks on the Launch Course link. The Course Launch page is displayed as shown below:
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11. User clicks on the course link to launch the WBT.
12.4.3.2 Accessing WBT from e-ITEP login page; user is not logged in the system
1. User visits e-ITEP Login Page and clicks on Click Here to Launch ETOC link.

2. ETOC advanced search page loads. User completes the search criteria on the advanced search page and
clicks Submit.
3. User locates the desired course and clicks on View link under action column.
o If the selected WBT requires access approval, then a Request Access – Login required link is
displayed in the ETOC blue instructional box.
o If the selected course does not require an acce ss request then the Launch Course-Login
required link is displayed in the ETOC blue instructional box. Upon click the user logs in the
system and is directed to the Course Launch page. (refer steps 14-17 below)
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4. User clicks on the (Request Access)-Login required link and is directed to the e-ITEP login page.
5. User logs in the system.
6. Upon login a confirmation message is displayed to the user and the course is then added to the Course
Access Request list for approval by an Administrator (refer to section 14.3 below – Course Access
Requests).
7. User waits for the course access approval (or non-approval) notification via systems generated email.
8. User receives the access approval email and visits e-ITEP login page.
9. User clicks on Click Here to Launch ETOC link displayed on the e-ITEP login page.
10. User is directed to ETOC Advanced Search page.
11. User enters the desired search criteria and clicks Submit.
12. User selects a desired WBT and clicks on View link under action column for the respective WBT.
13. User is directed to View Course page for the selected course.
14. Launch Course-Login required link is displayed in the ETOC blue instructional box.
15. User clicks on the Launch Course-Login required link and is directed to the e-ITEP login page.
16. User logs in the system and is directed to the Course Launch Page.
17. User clicks on the course link to launch the WBT.
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12.4.4 Edit existing course
User with the e-ITEP Administrator, NATO ETOC Manager and ETOC Institutions Manager have the ability to
edit Course details. For users with role Discipline Community of Interest have ability to manage the course
resources area for courses belonging to the user’s discipline.
User selects a desired course and clicks on Edit link under action column.
Note: “Fields in the Add Course form which requires text to be included within the system, permits the
following application functions to display text in a readable format:
<u> underline </u>, <i> italics </i>, <b> bold </b>, <ul> bullet lists </ul>, <li> bullet lists </li> and
<br> line break </br>”

User makes necessary changes and clicks Submit to save the changes made to the course details. Below is an
example view of the Edit Course page.

User can perform various activities like viewing Scheduled course iterations, editing course restrictions, editing
Pre-requisites, upload course resources, translation, editing Organisations by clicking on various links displayed
in the blue instructional box at the top of the Edit Course page.
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12.4.5 Managing Course Resources
To manage course resources, user navigates to Edit Course page and clicks on Upload Resources action menu
buton. Please note: The document repository is separate for each course i.e. If you want to upload a document
for 2 courses then you have to upload and link the document under each course separately.
To add a new course resource item
1. User clicks on the plus sign to add a new course resource item

2. User fills in the data like Title, Description, Item Type, Item Visibility, Sort Order in the yellow course
resource window.
2.1 Title: User enters the Title for the course resource item
2.2 Item Type – Internal Link should be used for creating internal –ITEP links pointing to different
pages, resources. Whereas Document Link item type should be used for uploading files related to the
course (allowed file types are – Pdf, xlsx, xlsm, doc, gif, mp, png, jpg, txt
2.3 Item Visibility: User selects the desired visibility rights for the resource item.
Grade 1: Allows the item to be visible to all the e-ITEP roles including the guest user.
Grade 2: Allows the item to be visible to all the e-ITEP roles.
Grade 3: Allows the item to be visible to the training institution administrators and higher
roles.
Grade 4: Allows the item to be visible to the ACT Discipline Point Of contact and higher
roles.
2.4 Sort Order: User enters the desired sort order
2.5 Item Visibility: User select the desired visibility rights for the respective resource item. For course
control douments it is recommended to use Grade 3 for item visibility
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3. User fills in the data as mentioned in previous step, clicks save and close button:
4. User clicks on Back to course Edit link

5. The Edit and View course page displays the newly created course document link.

To edit existing course resource item
1. Click on the edit pen symbol displayed besides the respective resource item.
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2. Update details displayed in the yellow course resources window and click the Save and close button.

To delete existing course resource item
1. Click on the cross symbol displayed besides the respective resource item.
2. Confirm the deletion action by click OK button in the pop up confirmation window.
To link and unlink doucments to course
1. If the active checkbox is checked for the respective resource then the resource item is active and linked
to the course
2. If the active checkbox is not checked for the respective resource item then the item is inactive and is not
linked to the course. However, it will still be displayed as an inactive item on the Create and Assign
Document Links for Course page.
12.4.6 Inactivating existing ETOC course
In the Edit Course page shown above, user selects the No radio button for the Active Course field. This will
automatically set the course deactivated on date to todays date.
On the other hand one can also set the Course Deactivated On date to be in the past which will automatically set
the active course field to No.

User clicks the Submit button to save the changes made to the course details.
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12.4.7 Deleting existing ETOC Courses
This feature is only meant for deleting courses created in error.
6. User visits e-ITP and logs in.
7. User navigates to ETOC > ETOC Search

8. User searches for the inactive course with no scheduled iterations, and no WBTs attached that will be
deleted and clicks Submit.
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9. To delete the course, assure that the course is inactive, does not have any iterations (active or
cancelled), and does not have any WBT packages attached, and click Delete in the Action column:

10. e-ITEP warns the user that the course will be deleted. The user clicks Yes to continue.

11. e-ITEP informs the user that the course was deleted

View/Approve/Review ETOC Pending Courses
1. A New ETOC Course request notification email is sent to the Users with NATO ETOC Manager Role
after each successful submission of ETOC Course for approval.
2. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
3. User navigates to ETOC > View/Approve Pending Courses.

View/Approve Pending Courses feature allows the User with e-ITEP Administrator/ NATO ETOC Manager
Roles to search for the list of pending ETOC Courses and view, approve or review/reject them. Below is an
example of search performed on View/Approve Pending Courses feature, with result set. (All search functions
allow users to search with empty search criteria.)
Note: Make sure to set Course Pending NATO Course Certification (NCC) approval to No while searching for
courses which are pending ETOC approval.
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12.4.8 View/Edit
4. User clicks on View link to view or edit the new ETOC Course, make desired changes and clicks
Submit to save the changes made.
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12.4.9 Approve
1. User clicks on Approve link for the respective course.
2. System dispalys a confirmation window displaying the course details which cannot be changed after
approval

3. Upon approval, the course becomes active and is available for ETOC Search. A course approval email
is sent to the user that requested the new course containing the basic course details.
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Note: NATO is automatically assigned as the organisation when the course is approved. To change the
organisation, and to edit the certificates, see 12.5.2.1 below.
Note: Once a course is approved, the NATO Course Accreditation (NCA) field can only be edited by eITEP Administrators.
12.4.9.1 Editing Organisations and Certificates
1. User navigates to ETOC > ETOC Search and clicks ‘Submit’ to search for the course. When the
desired course is found, the user clicks ‘Edit’ to edit the course.

2. The Edit Course page loads, User clicks on the Organisations link displayed in the blue instructional
box.
Note: The e-ITEP System supports multiple Organisations and the organisation can be changed for a
course if necessary. This feature helps to restrict the availability of the Course for users belonging to
other organisations which are not assigned to the course. The user is also allowed to assign more than
one organisation to a course.
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Example: NSO offers many other courses which are not offered by NATO. Therefore in the future NSO
has the ability to use the e-ITEP System for these courses and assign the Company NSO to the
respective courses. This will make those courses available only for users belonging to the Company
NSO.

3. The Course Organisation Edit page loads, User enables the course for the desired organisations by
checking the box under Enable column.
4. User selects the Certificate and Certificate of Proficiency from the drop down menu and clicks Update.
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Below is an example view of an Attendance Certificate

Below is an example view of a Certificate of Proficiency
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Below is an example view of an E-Learning Certificate
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5. User clicks the Back to Course Edit link.

12.4.10 Review/Reject
4. User clicks the Review link to reject the new ETOC Course, fills in the Modification reason,
explanation and clicks Submit. Below is an example view of the screen, when user clicks on Review
link.

5. Upon rejection, a course rejection email is sent to the user that requested the new course, notifying the
modification reason, explanation. The user then modifies the course data and resubmits the course if
desired.
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12.5 Access List for INFOSEC domain (Attaching Secure Access Document to a
Course)

Note: This feature is currently applicable only for NCISS specific Courses.
This document serves as a valid Clearance Certificate after being signed by
NCISS INFOSEC Officer. The Secure Area Access document comprises
of the list of students who can be admitted into the INFOSEC Area after
the completion of identification process. The students who are not listed in
this document should not be admitted into the INFOSEC Area without
prior reference to NCISS INFOSEC Officer.
User with roles e-ITEP Administrator, NATO ETOC Manager, ETOC Institutions Manager have the ability to
attach Secure Access Document to ETOC courses.
Following steps must be followed in order to set the secure area access required attribute for a course:
1. User navigates to ETOC > ETOC Search.

2. User enters the search criteria and clicks Submit.
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3. User selects the desired course from the list to attach the Secure Access Document to and clicks on Edit
link under Action column for the selected course.

4. User scrolls to the bottom of the page and selects Yes for the Requires Secure Area Access field. User
clicks the Submit button to save the changes. Below is an example view of the Requires Secure Area
Access field.

12.6 Adding Certificates to a Course
There are 2 different types of Certificates that can be attached to an ETOC course, a Certificate of Attendance
and a Certificate of Proficiency. Cer
1. User navigates to ETOC > ETOC Search.
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2. User enters the search criteria and clicks Submit.

3. User selects the desired course and clicks on Edit link under Action column for the selected course.

4. User clicks on Organisations link located in the blue instructional box at the top of the page.
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5. User selects the required certificates for 1 or both selections and clicks the Submit button to save the
selections.
Please note: In order to see a customised certificate as an option in the respective drop down, one must
upload this certificate via the backend.

Below is an example view of Attendance Certificate

Below is an example view of Certificate of Proficiency
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Below is an example view of an E-Learning Certificate
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12.7 Adding POI, TNA, course certification and other Documents to a Course
1. User navigates to ETOC > ETOC Search.
2. User enters the search criteria and clicks Submit.
3. User selects the desired course from the list and click on Edit link under Action column for the selected
course.
4. User clicks on Upload Resources link located in the blue instructional box at the top of the page
5. User adds documents links following the steps described in section 12.4.5 of this document
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13 Schedule
The Schedule feature allows user to access course iterations and to view Training Calendar. Users with e-ITEP
Administrator, NATO ETOC Manager, ETOC Institutions Manager, Point of Contact, National Training
Manager, NATO HQ Training Manager Roles can apply themselves and their employees in course iterations
from the Schedule; users with all other roles can apply themselves in a course iteration.
e-ITEP system allows user with e-ITEP Administrator role to bulk upload courses iterations using the
Iteration Uploader functionality available in the Schedule. For further details, please refer to “Bulk
Uploader of ETOC Courses and Course Iterations (Templates)” user guide.
An audit entry is created for following actions which are performed for Course schedule data (iterations): Add,
Edit, Cancel, Activate and Delete an iteration.

13.1 Search Course Iterations
The Search Course Iterations feature, accessible from the navigation menu allows user to search for course
sessions.

Below is an example view of a search performed on the Search Course Iterations feature, with results set.
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Users with Instructor Role or higher also have the ability to add/edit single iteration through the Schedule
feature.
13.1.1 Export Iteration List to Excel
The list can be exported by clicking on the Export to Excel button. Please see section 12.1.4 for more
information.

13.1.2 Edit Scheduled Iteration
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Schedule > Search Course Iterations.
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3. User enters the search criteria and clicks Append/Update Search

4. User selects the desired iteration and clicks on Edit link.

5. Edit Iteration page loads, user makes the necessary changes to the scheduled iteration and clicks
Submit.
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13.2 Iteration Status
Iterations are given ‘Active’ status. Iterations can be cancelled on the Edit Iteration page by changing the Status
from ‘Active’ to ‘Cancelled’ and clicking the ‘Submit’ button.
Iterations can be re-activated by changing the value ‘Cancelled’ in the Status field to ‘Active’.
ETOC Institutions Managers can only activate courses for their training institution.

13.2.1 Status: Active
The default status of the iteration is Active.
13.2.2 Status: Modified
An iteration will receive ‘Active (Modified)’ status if any changes are made to any of the following fields after
the iteration has been created:
Course, Start Time, End Time, Cutoff Date, Time Zone, Automatically Adjust for Daylight Savings, Training
Institution (Room), Instructor, Secondary Instructor, Teaching Language, VCT SCO ID, Min Size, Max Size,
Max Seats from Waitlist, Iteration Notes, Email Notify on Change, or Status
Iterations that are Active (Modified) will appear light blue in the training calendar.
13.2.3 Status: Cancelled
When an iteration is cancelled, the following takes place:
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All students enrolled in the iteration are cancelled from the iteration. If the iteration is re-activated, the
students must reapply to the iteration.
Entries for the Iteration in the training calendar become red to indicate that the iteration is cancelled

Iterations which have already ended cannot be cancelled.
13.2.4 Status: Deleted
If an iteration is deleted, it is removed from the system entirely. The Delete option is displayed underneath the
Action column in the iterations list on the Search Course Iterations page. School managers can delete iterations
if:



The iteration has not yet started and
The iteration is the same as the training institution in the school manager’s profile

Note: Iterations cannot be cancelled or deleted if there are certificates that have been awarded to the user
from the iteration.

13.3 Add Course Iteration
Users with the ETOC Institutions Manager role or higher have the ability to add new single iteration through the
Add Course iteration feature, accessible from the navigation menu. Below is an example view of the Add single
Course iteration form.
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Schedule > Add Course Iteration.

3. User clicks on Single Iteration link.

4. User completes the Add Iteration form and clicks Submit. Below is an example view of an Add single
Course iteration form. The status of the iteration is active by default.
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Note:
o
o

Training Institution (Room) and Instructor fields are not mandatory fields for Adding an
iteration
If the Training Institution is not populated in the scheduled Course Iteration, then the
system will use the Training Institution information from the ETOC Course details for the
Training Calendar view and Iteration Details view.

Note: If user sets Mobile Delivery field to Yes then, system displays Mobile Delivery Location and Contact
Email field. In addition, system also performs a check to see if the selected course is suitable for mobile
delivery.
After entering all of the required information on the Add Iteration page, user clicks the Submit button at the
bottom of the page. The page will refresh displaying the updated data and confirmation message. In the blue
action menu bar , 2 new buttons will be displayed. Below is an example view of the screen.
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13.4 Cancelling and Deleting Course Iterations
Please see sections 13.2.3 (Status: Cancelled) and 13.2.4 (Status: Deleted), for more information about the
limitations and results of cancelling and deleting iterations.
To cancel or delete an iteration:
1. User navigates to Schedule > Search Course Iterations
2. User finds the iteration that will be cancelled or deleted by entering search criteria and clicking the
‘Append/Update’ button:
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3. To cancel or delete the iteration, user clicks on the Cancel or Delete link under Action column and
follow the steps mentioned below:
Clicking the ‘Cancel’ link will:
- Open the Cancel Reason page:

On this page, the user chooses the Cancel Reason, and clicks the ‘Cancel Iteration’ link at the bottom of the
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page. The system prompts the user to confirm the cancellation:

Clicking the ‘OK’ button will return the user to the Cancel Reason page, this time without the ‘Cancel
Iteration link

Clicking the ‘Back to Iteration Search link will return the user to the search list. Changing the Iteration
Status to ‘All’ or ‘Cancelled’ will show the cancelled iteration:

Note: Users can also cancel iterations in the Edit Page, by changing the status from
‘Active’ to ‘Cancelled’, and clicking the ‘Submit’ button. Users will then be taken to the
Cancel Reason page to continue the cancellation process.
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Clicking ‘Delete’ will:
- Prompt the user to confirm delete of the iteration:

-

Clicking OK will delete the Iteration.

13.5 Bulk Seat Assignments
Bulk seat assignments allow users to assign multiple seats to a course iteration from a single page.
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in the system.
2. User navigates to Schedule > Search Course Iterations
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3. The Advanced Search page loads. The user enters the criteria to find the course iteration that will be
used for the Bulk Seat assignment.

4. User selects the desired course from the list and clicks Edit link under action column. e-ITEP loads the
Edit Iteration Page.
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5. User clicks the Assign Seats to Allocating HQ’s link in the blue action menu bar.

6. e-ITEP loads the Session Seat Details Page. In the blue acion menu bar, the user clicks the Bulk Seat
Assignments link.

7. e-ITEP loads the Bulk Seats Assignments page. Here the user can choose how to allocate seats for the
course iteration. To assign seats, enter the number of seats in the number of seats column, and choose
the Allocation from the drop down menu, and click Add.
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Note: The number of seats to allocate cannot exceed the Total Number of Seats to be assigned.

8. To unassign the bulk seat assignment, click Un-Assign in the Action column next to the row with the
bulk seat assignment.

13.6 Access List for INFOSEC domain

Note: This feature is currently applicable only for NCISS specific Courses.
This document serves as a valid Clearance Certificate after being signed by
NCISS INFOSEC Officer. The Secure Area Access document comprises
of the list of students who can be admitted into the INFOSEC Area after
the completion of identification process. The students who are not listed in
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this document should not be admitted into the INFOSEC Area without
prior reference to NCISS INFOSEC Officer.
To print the Secure Access Document for a course iteration
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in the system.
2. User navigates to Schedule > Search Course Iterations

3. User enters the search criteria and clicks Append/Update Search.

4. User selects the desired course iteration from the list and clicks on View Roster link under Action
column for the selected course iteration.

5. User clicks on Print Access List link located in the blue action menu bar. Below is an example view of
the View Roster page with the Print Access List link.
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13.7 Printing the PIR (Personal Information Record)

Note: This feature is currently applicable only for NCISS specific Courses.
This document contains the personal information about all the applied users
in the respective course iteration.
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in the system.
2. User navigates to Schedule > Search Course Iterations

3. User enters the search criteria and clicks Submit.

4. User selects the desired course iteration from the list and click on View Roster link under Action
column for the selected course iteration.
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5. User clicks on Download PIR link located in the blue action menu bar located at the top of the page.

13.8 Printing Certificates for students
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in the system.
2. User navigates to Schedule > Search Course Iterations

3. User enters the search criteria and clicks Submit.
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4. User selects the desired course iteration from the list and clicks on View Roster link under Action
column for the selected course iteration.

5. User clicks on Batch Print Certificates link located in the blue action menu bar

6. User selects the signature for the respective certificate and enters the text that should appear on the
certificate for each student and clicks on Save Text link. After the signature has been selected and the
text entered, user clicks the Print Certificates link to print the certificates. Below is an example view of
the Print Certificates page.
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13.8.1 Printing Certificate for Single Student
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in the system.
2. User navigates to Schedule > Search Course Iterations

3. User enters the search criteria and clicks Submit.

4. User selects the desired course iteration from the list and clicks on View Roster link under Action
column for the selected course iteration.
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5. User clicks on Print Certificate link under Action column for any of the students with a status of
Applied.

7. This will open the Print Certificate page. User selects the signature for the certificate, enters the text
that should appear on the certificate for the selected student and clicks on Save Text link. After the
signature has been selected and the text entered, user clicks on Print Certificate link to print the
certificate. Below is an example view of the Print Certificate page.

13.9 Swapping a student
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in the system.
2. User navigates to Schedule > Search Course Iterations
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3. User enters the search criteria and clicks Submit.

4. User selects the desired course iteration from the list and clicks on View Roster link under Action
column for the selected course iteration.

5. User selects the student that needs to be swapped out of an iteration and clicks on the Swap link in the
Action column for the respective user.
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6. This will open the Swap page. User selects the student from the drop down list to replace the current
student and clicks the Swap button to swap the students on the iteration. Below is an example view of
the Swap Users page.

13.10 Training Calendar
Training Calendar feature of the e-ITEP system gives its users the ability to view scheduled iterations of the
courses in a calendar format. It also provides the flexibility to the users to view the Training Calendar for an
year by Training Institutions or by Courses. This feature is available to all the users of the e-ITEP system and is
accessible from the navigation menu.
13.10.1 View by Training Institution
1. User visits e-ITEP system and logs in.
2. User navigates to Schedule > Training Calendar

3. Training Calendar page loads allowing users to View by Training Institution or View by Course. Below
is an example view of the screen.
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4. User enters the search criteria by selecting a Year and a Training Institution from the drop down menus
as shown in the screen shot below.

Below is an example view of the search results returned.
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5. To view Iteration ID, Start Date/Time, End Date/Time and Training Institution of a scheduled course
iteration, user clicks on the desired box in the Training Calendar(a box displayed on the Training
Calendar signifies a scheduled course iteration). Dark blue boxes are for Active iterations, light blue
boxes are for iterations that are Active (Modified), and red boxes are for cancelled iterations.

System displays the Start Time, End Time and Time Zone of the scheduled iteration for IBT Courses based on
actual scheduled iteration details. For scheduled iterations for VCT courses, system displays the Start Time,
End Time and Time Zone based on user’s local computer time.
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Based on the user’s role permissions, the system gives the ability to do the following:
a. Edit Iteration: User clicks on the Edit Iteration button displayed in the new Iteration Details
window.
b. Apply User: User clicks on the Apply User button displayed in the new Iteration Details
window.
c. Apply Self: User clicks on the Apply Self button displayed in the new Iteration Details window.
Note 1: The user will not see the Apply Self or Apply User button if the iteration has already started.
Note 2: If the course iteration is being delivered at a mobile location then, Iterations Details window will look
as shown in the example image below:

6. To view the complete details of scheduled course iteration, user clicks on the Course code displayed
under Course code column or Course Name displayed under Course Title column.
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7. View Course page loads as shown in the screen shot below. User clicks on ‘Back to Training Calendar’
link to go back to the Training Calendar.
8. To export the Training Calendar in a excel format, user clicks on Export to Excel link displayed in the
blue action menu bar. User Opens or Saves the excel file as desired.

9. To view and print the print friendly version of the Training Calendar, user clicks on the Printer
Friendly link displayed in the blue action menu bar.
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13.10.2 View by Course
1. User visits e-ITEP system and logs in.
2. User navigates to Schedule > Training Calendar

3. Training Calendar page loads allowing users to View by Training Institution or View by Course. Below
is an example view of the screen.
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4. User clicks on View by Course blue tab.

5. User enters the desired search criteria and clicks Submit.

Below is an example view of the search results returned.
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6. To view Iteration ID, Start Date/Time, End Date/Time and Training Institution of a scheduled course
iteration, user clicks on the desired box in the Training Calendar(a box displayed on the Training
Calendar signifies a scheduled iteration)

System displays the Start Time, End Time and Time Zone of the scheduled iteration for IBT Courses based on
actual scheduled iteration details. For scheduled iterations for VCT courses, system displays the Start Time,
End Time and Time Zone based on user’s local computer time.
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Based on the user’s role permissions, the system gives the ability to do the following:
a. Edit Iteration: User clicks on the Edit Iteration button displayed in the new Iteration Details
window.
b. Apply User: User clicks on the Apply User button displayed in the new Iteration Details
window.
c. Apply Self: User clicks on the Apply Self button displayed in the new Iteration Details window.
Note 1: The user will not see the Apply Self or Apply User button if the iteration has already started.
Note 2: If the course iteration is being delivered at a mobile location then, Iterations Details window will
look as shown in the example image below:

7. To view the complete details of scheduled course iteration, user clicks on the Course code displayed
under Course code column or Course Name displayed under Course Title column.
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8. View Details page loads as shown in the screen shot below. User clicks on ‘Back to Training Calendar’
link to go back to the Training Calendar.

9. To export the Training Calendar in a excel format, user clicks on Export to Excel link displayed in the
blue action menu bar. User Opens or Saves the excel file as desired.
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10. To view and print the print friendly version of the Training Calendar, user clicks on the Printer
Friendly link displayed in the blue inaction menu bar.
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14 Application
The Application menu item consists of the following application features which enable users to search for and
apply in or reserve a seat in a course iteration:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Apply Yourself in a Course Iteration
Apply a User in a Course Iteration
Batch Application
View/Approve Pending Applications
View Your Schedule
View Users Schedules

This section details the introduction to two application methods namely Internal Application Method and
External Application Method. This is necessary because some Training Institutions have their own software
applications that they use to manage applications into course iterations. The internal application method allows
e-ITEP to handle the entirety of the application process. The external application method supports the
application process until the Training Institution Approval is required.
Below is the brief explanation about the Internal Application Process feature:
1. User requests to attend a training/course iteration by means of the Joining Form, which gives the ability
to the user to fill, save and submit the form and start the application process
2. Upon initial request by the user to attend the training, user’s application is sent to the concerned Point
of Contact.
3. Point of Contact has the ability to Approve or Reject user’s application to attend a training/course
iteration. Both the approval and the rejection are executed through the Joining Form.
a. Upon rejection of user’s application by the Point of Contact ,the user is informed about the
rejection of the application via email.
b. Whereas upon approval of user’s application by the Point of Contact if the user belongs to one
of the MPD Countries then the application process follows the point 4 and 5 otherwise the
application process follows the point 5 where the user’s application is sent to the ETOC
Institutions Training Manager (School Admin) of the concerned Training Institution.
4. User’s application is sent to the E-ITEP Administrator who has the ability to Approve or Reject user’s
application.
a. Upon rejection of user’s application by E-ITEP Administrator, the concerned Point of Contact
and user is informed about the rejection of the application via email.
b. Upon approval of user’s application by E-ITEP Administrator the user’s application is sent to
the ETOC Institutions Training Manager (School Admin) of the concerned Training Institution.
5. This is the final step in the application process where the ETOC Institutions Training Manager (School
Admin) of the concerned Training Institution has the ability to Approve or Reject user’s application to
attend a training/course iteration.
a. Upon rejection of user’s application by ETOC Institutions Training Manager (School Admin),
the concerned E-ITEP Administrator (applicable only for users belonging to the MPD
Countries), Point of Contact and user is informed about the rejection of the application via
email.
b. Upon approval of user’s application by ETOC Institutions Training Manager (School Admin),
the concerned E-ITEP Administrator (applicable only for users belonging to the MPD
Countries), Point of Contact and user is informed about the final approval of the application via
email.
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c. In case when there are no seats available on the course iteration, then the user is added to the
waitlist of the course for the respective training institution.
6. If the application method is external, the Training Institution Manager should not approve the
application by using the e-ITEP system.
The Joining Form allows the user to Save/Submit the application. Hence, when the user saves the application, it
becomes Pending status and the user can complete it later on. Upon submission of Joining Form by the user, the
application of the user is sent to the concerned Point of Contact
The e-ITEP offers two application methods namely Internal Application Method and External Application
Method. The internal application method allows e-ITEP to handle the entirety of the application process (Steps
1 to 5). The external application method supports the application process until the Training Institution Approval
is required (Steps 1 to 4).
In addition to the two above mentioned Application methods, e-ITEP also supports Mobile Education
Training Teams (METTs). If a course iteration is being delivered at a mobile location then after application
approval in step ¾ described above, the course application becomes Pending METT Approval. The system at
this time sends following email notification:



An email notification is sent to the training institution including the joining form.
An email notification is sent to the user, POCs, MPD Admins (If applicable) and the contact email of
the mobile location including the joining form.

In addition to the Internal and External Application Methods, the e-ITEP System allows a POC role (or higher)
to apply a user in a course iteration. In that moment, the application becomes Pending until the user completes
the application by means of the submission of the completed Joining Form.
Below are the Process Flow Diagrams of both Internal and External Application Process features.

Internal: User Initiated Application Process
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Internal : User Initiated Application Process
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Internal : POC (and higher ) Initiated Application Process
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External: User Initiated Application Process
External : User Initiated Application Process
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External: POC (or Higher) Initiated Application Process
External : POC (or higher ) Initiated Application Process
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14.1 Apply Yourself in a Course Iteration
All users have the ability to apply in course iterations.
1. User visits e-ITEP system and logs in.
2. User navigates to Application > Apply Yourself in a Course

3. User selects the course from the Course drop down menu and clicks Submit.
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4. User selects the course iteration from the list of iterations and clicks on Apply link.

5. The system loads the Joining Form and gives the ability to the user to fill, save, submit the Joining
Form and start their application process. Below is an example view of the screen.
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6. User enters data for all the required fields in the Joining Form and clicks the Save button to save the
status of this Joining Form without submitting it for approval.

Note: After user saves the Joining Form for later editions and submission, they can access the Joining Form by
navigating to Application > View Your Schedule and searching for the course iteration.
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7. System reloads the Joining Form and displays a confirmation message to the user.

8. After the completion of the Joining Form, user submits it for approval by clicking the Submit button.

9. Once the Joining Form is submitted by the user, the system reloads the Joining Form and displays a
confirmation message to the user.
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14.2 Apply a User in a Course Iteration
Users with POC and higher Roles have the ability to apply user in a course Iteration.
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Application > Apply a User in a Course Iteration

3. User enters the search criteria for the user and clicks Submit. Below is an example view of the search
performed for users with result set.
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4. User selects a user and clicks on Select.

5. User selects the course from the Course drop down menu and clicks Submit.

6. User selects the course iteration from the list of iterations and clicks on Apply link.
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7. The system loads the confirmation page and an email is sent to the user to fill in the Joining Form.
Below is an example view of the Confirmation page.

8. User receives an email notifying them about the application and instructing them to navigate to
Application > View Your Schedule or Pending Joining Forms link in the Application Stats section on
the Welcome Page. Below is an example view of the email which is sent to the user:
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14.3 Apply Yourself in a Course Iteration from the Training Calendar
All users have the ability to apply in course iterations from the Training Calendar.
1. User visits e-ITEP system and logs in.
2. User navigates to Schedule > Training Calendar

3. User selects the Training Institution from the Training Institution drop down menu and clicks Submit.
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4. User selects the course iteration (a light or dark blue box) from the Training Calendar and clicks on it.

5. The system loads the Iteration Details pop-op window. The user clicks on the Apply self button.
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6. Self Application page reloads displaying the Status of the application and the user can apply to the
iteration in the same way as it is described in the previous section. Below is an example view of the
screen.

Note 1: In case when there are no seats available on course iteration, then the user is added to the
waitlist of the course for the respective training institution.
Note 2: This page also allows users to add comments or ask questions related to the course iteration.

14.4 Apply a User in a Course Iteration from the Training Calendar
Users with Role e-ITEP Administrator, ETOC Institution Manager, e-ITEP Institution Manger, NATO HQ
Training Manager, National Training Manager and Instructor have the ability to apply user in a course Iteration.
1. User visits e-ITEP system and logs in.
2. User navigates to Schedule > Training Calendar

3. User selects the Training Institution from the Training Institution drop down menu and clicks Submit.
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4. User selects the course iteration (a light or dark blue box) from the Training Calendar and clicks on it.

5. The system loads the Iteration Details pop-op window. The user clicks on the Apply User button.
6. User enters the search criteria for the user and clicks Submit. Below is an example view of the search
performed for users with result set.
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7. User selects a user and clicks on Select.

8. User clicks on the Select link and can apply to the iteration in the same way as it is described in the
previous sections.

14.5 Cancel Your Own Application
All users have ability to cancel an own course application
1. User visits e-ITEP system and logs in.
2. User navigates to Application > View Your Schedule
3. User selects the course and clicks on Cancel link under the Action column.
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4. The system loads the Cancel Application page and gives the user the ability to choose a Cancel Reason
and write Comments related to the cancellation.

5. The user clicks on the Yes link and the system shows the confirmation message to the user.
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14.6 View/Approve/Cancel Pending Application
14.6.1 View Pending Application
Users with Roles e-ITEP Administrator, NATO ETOC Manager, National Training Manager and NATO HQ
Training Manager have the ability to View Pending Applications.
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Application > View/Approve Pending Applications

3. View/Approve Applications page loads displaying user search filter. User enters search criteria and
clicks Submit.

4. The system loads a list of users that have pending applications.
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14.6.2 View/Approve/Cancel Pending Application
Users with Roles Point of Contact ,ETOC Institutions Training Manager have ability to view/approve/cancel
pending applications.
Point of Contact Approval by Point of Contact is the first step in the Application Approval Process.
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Application > View/Approve Pending Applications.

3. View/Approve Applications page loads displaying user search filter. User enters search criteria and
clicks Submit.
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4. User selects a user from the result list and clicks on View link.

5. Page reloads displaying pending application details. Below is an example view of the page.

Note: Previous Iteration(s) attended pane will also be displayed in the screen above only if the user has
attended previous iterations of the respective course.
6. User clicks on View Joining Form link.
7. The system loads the Joining Form and gives the ability to the user to save/approve / reject the
application. Below is an example of the screen.
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14.6.2.1.1 Reject Pending Application
1. User selects the View Joining Form link for a course and clicks the Reject button to cancel the pending
application for that course.

2. System loads the Cancel Application page and a confirmation message is displayed ‘Do you wish to
cancel this course registration?’ User selects a Cancel Reason and / or fills in the ‘Comments’ field.
3. User clicks on ‘Yes’ to cancel the course registration or clicks on ‘No’ to undo the cancelation of the
course application. Below is an example view of the screen.
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4. Upon clicking ‘Yes’ for the cancelation of the course application, a confirmation message is displayed
on the screen and also an email is sent to the user (cc: all the POCs within user organization structure)
notifying them about rejection of the pending application.

14.6.2.1.2 Approve Pending Application
1. User selects the course via View Joining Form link and clicks the Approve button to approve the
pending application for that course.
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2. Page reloads displaying the conformation message as shown below.
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14.6.2.2 ETOC Institutions Training Manager
As discussed above in this document that there is Internal Application Method and External Application
Method. The internal application method allows e-ITEP to handle the entirety of the application process. The
e-ITEP System supports the external application method until the Training Institution Approval is required, as
the e-ITEP Training Institutions Manager approval/rejection in this case is handled outside the e-ITEP system
and the concerned users are informed about the application decision by the Training Institution via other means
of communication.
Steps mentioned below describe application handling by ETOC Institutions Training Manager for Internal
Application Method:
Approval by ETOC Institutions Training Manager is the final step in the Application Approval Process.
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Application > View/Approve Pending Applications.

3. View/Approve Applications page loads displaying user search filter. User enters search criteria and
clicks Submit.

4. User selects a user from the result list and clicks on View link.
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5. System loads the pending applications related to the user.

Note: Previous Iteration(s) attended pane will also be displayed in the screen above only if the user has
attended previous iterations of the respective course.
6. The user clicks on View Joining Form link and the system loads the Joining Form application page giving
the ability to the user to Save/Approve/Reject the application for the respective course iteration. Below
is an example Joining Form page.
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14.6.2.2.1 Reject Pending Application
1. User selects the View Joining Form link for a course and clicks the Reject button to cancel the pending
application for that course.

3. System loads the Cancel Application page and a confirmation message is displayed ‘Do you wish to
cancel this course registration?’ User selects a Cancel Reason and / or fills in the ‘Comments’ field.
3. User clicks on ‘Yes’ to cancel the course registration or clicks on ‘No’ to undo the cancelation of the
course application. Below is an example view of the screen.
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4. Upon clicking ‘Yes’ for the cancelation of the course application a confirmation message is displayed
on the screen and also an email is sent to the user notifying rejection of the pending application.

Upon clicking ‘Yes’ for the cancelation of the course application a confirmation message is displayed on the
screen and also an email is sent notifying rejection of the pending application.
** If the user has the role of ‘User’, an email is sent to the User with the Point of Contact, all accounts with
role of E-ITEP Administratorand all ETOC Institutions Training Managers of the respecting training institution
on copy.
** If the user does not have the role of ‘User’, an email is sent to the User with the POC and all ETOC
Institutions Training Managers of the respecting training institution on copy.
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14.6.2.2.2 Approve Pending Application
1. User selects the course via View Joining Form link and clicks the Approve button to approve the
pending application for that course.

4. Page reloads displaying conformation message as shown below.
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After the final approval by ETOCInstitutions Training Manager an application approval confirmation email is
sent to the ETOC Institutions Training Mangers, POC and the user.
In case of User, the approval confirmation email is sent to e-ITEP Institutions Training Mangers, all MPD
Admin, POCs and the user.

14.7 Course application for a METT Course Iteration
1.
2.
3.
4.

User visits e-ITEP system and logs in.
User navigates to Schedule > Search Course Iterations
User performs search for the respective iteration
User clicks on Self link under Apply column

5. User clicks on Apply link under Status column
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6.
7.
8.
9.

User fills in the Joining Form and clicks on the Submit button.
The course application is now Pending POC Approval.
POC approves/rejects the joining form as described in the previous section of this document.
Once the application has been approved by the POC, system sends an email notification to the
Application email address of the training institution containing the joining form. An email notification
containing the joining form details is also sent out to the contact email address of the mobile delivery
location with user and POC on copy.
10. The user can now see the course application under View Your Schedule with the status of Pending
METT Approval.

14.8 Course Access Requests:
The Course Access Requests page is used by Administrators to approve a user’s request for access to a WBT
that has the ‘Course Access Required’ field marked as ‘Yes’ in the ETOC>Edit/Add Course page.
Users with Roles e-ITEP Administrator, ETOC Institutions Training Manager have the ability to Approve or
Cancel access requests to restricted WBTs.
1. User navigates to Application > Course Access Requests.

2. User is directed to Access Required course Requests page, user enters the search criteria and clicks
Submit. Below is an example view of the page:
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3. User selects the desired user’s access request.
4. User clicks Approve link under action column to approve the user’s course access request. Upon
approval an email notification is sent to the user notifying that their course access request has been
approved. The user can then launch the WBT from the View Course Page of the respective WBT.

5.

User clicks Cancel link under action column and enters the reason for cancellation to cancel the user’s
course access request. Upon cancellation an email notification is sent to the user notifying that their
course access request has been cancelled.
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14.9 Send Comments/Questions regarding Scheduled Course Iteration
Send Comment feature allows user to send their comments/questions for specific scheduled course iteration.
This feature is available to all the users of the e-ITEP System and is accessible via Self Application page and
User Application page, which is accessible from the navigation menu.
1. User visits e-ITEP system and logs in.
2. User navigates to Application > Apply Yourself in a Course

3. User selects the course from the Course drop down menu and clicks Submit.

4. User selects the course iteration from the list of iterations and clicks on Send Comment link under
Actions column.
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5. System displays Comments/Questions window as shown in the image below.

6. User enters their comments/questions and clicks the Send button.
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7. System sends the user’s comments/questions to the ETOC Institutions Training Manager (School
Admin) of the Training Institution associated with the scheduled course iteration and displays a
confirmation message to the user.
8. User clicks the Close button.

The above mentioned functionality is also accessible via User Application page (Application > Apply a user in
a Course Iteration).
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14.10 Printer Friendly Joining Form
The Joining Form has a printer friendly version. The Printer Friendly version is available from the View
Joining Form page. To access it:
1. User visits e-ITEP system and logs in.
2. User navigates to the View Joining Form page by either:
o viewing their schedule: Application > View Your Schedule > View Joining Form
o viewing another user’s schedule: Application > View User Schedule > Select > View Joining
Form
o viewing the course roster: Schedule > View Course Iterations > View Roster > Joining Form

3. On the Joining Form page, user clicks the Printer Friendly link in the blue instructional box.
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4. e-ITEP opens a new window with a printer friendly version of the joining form, and prompts the user to
print the form.
5. User clicks the Print button to print the form.

14.11 View Your Schedule
View Your schedule feature allows user to view their training schedule and also gives them the ability to View
Joining Form, View Details, Cancel their application. The user also has the ability to Swap user for a course
iteration. This feature is available to all the users of the e-ITEP System and is accessible through Application,
which is accessible from the navigation menu.
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in the system.
2. User navigates to Application > View Your Schedule.

3. User Schedule Page loads displaying the schedule of the user. User can also modify the Start Date
Between search filter and click Submit to perform specific search. Below is an example view of the
screen.
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14.11.1 View Joining Form of Application
1. User selects the desired course iteration from the list and clicks on View Joining Form link under
Action column.

2. Joining Form Page loads displaying the Joining Form of the selected course iteration. Below is an
example view of the screen.
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14.11.2 POC OR Higher role applies a user in course iteration
POC or higher roles in the e-ITEP System have the ability to apply a user in course iteration. In this scenario,
user receives an email notifying them about the application and instructing them to navigate to Application >
View Your Schedule.
Below is an example view of the email which is sent to the user:

User access the Joining Form by following the steps mentioned below:
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in the system.
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2. User navigates to Application > View Your Schedule.

3. User Schedule Page loads displaying the schedule of the user. User can also modify the Start Date
Between search filter and click Submit to perform specific search. Below is an example view of the
screen.

4. User clicks on the View Joining Form link displayed under Action column for the respective course
iteration.
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5. View Joining Form page loads, user then enters required data in the Joining Form and Saves/Submits
the Joining Form.

14.11.3 Submission of Saved Joining Form
User has the ability to access saved Joining Forms of his/her applications for course iterations by following the
steps mentioned below.
Note: The applications with saved Joining Forms have the application status as Pending.
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in the system.
2. User navigates to Application > View Your Schedule.
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3. User Schedule Page loads displaying the schedule of the user. User can also modify the Start Date
Between search filter and click Submit to perform specific search. Below is an example view of the
screen.

4. User clicks on the View Joining Form link displayed under Action column for the respective course
iteration.
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5. View Joining Form page loads, user then enters required data in the Joining Form and Saves/Submits
the Joining Form.

14.11.4 View Details of Application
1. User selects the desired course iteration from the list and clicks on View Details link under Action column.

2. View Details page loads displaying the Joining Form of the selected course iteration. Below is an example
view of the screen.
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Note: POC or higher roles also have the ability to Cancel their application and Swap user for a course iteration
from View Your Schedule depending upon their e-ITEP role permissions. (Refer to the section 14.10 below for
more details)
To Cancel the application, user clicks on the Cancel link displayed under Action column, fills in the
cancellation reason and clicks Yes link to confirm the cancellation.
To Swap user for a course iteration, user clicks on Swap link under Action column, select the user from the list
of users and clicks the Swap button.

14.12 View User Schedules
View User Schedules feature allows users with a Point of Contact Role or higher to view training schedule of
their employees and also gives them the ability to View Details of their employee’s applications, Swap/Cancel
their application depending upon user role in the e-ITEP System. This feature is accessible through Application,
which is accessible from the navigation menu.
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in the system.
2. User navigates to Application > View User Schedules
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3. User enters the search criteria and clicks Submit.

4. User selects the desired user from the list and clicks on Schedule link under Action column.

6. User Schedule Page loads displaying the schedule of the selected user. User can also modify the Start
Date Between search filter and click Submit to perform specific search. Below is an example view of
the screen.
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14.12.1 View Details of Application
1. User selects the desired course iteration from the list and clicks on View Details link under Action
column.

2. Iteration Details Page loads displaying details of the selected course iteration. Below is an example
view of the screen.
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14.12.2 Cancel Application
1. User selects the desired course iteration from the list and clicks on Cancel link under Action column.

2. System loads the Cancel Application page and a confirmation message is displayed ‘Do you wish to
cancel this course registration?’ User selects a Cancel Reason and / or fills in the ‘Comments’ field.
3. User clicks on ‘Yes’ to cancel the course registration or clicks on ‘No’ to undo the cancelation of the
course application. Below is an example view of the screen.
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Upon clicking ‘Yes’ for the cancelation of the course application a confirmation message is displayed on the
screen and also an email is sent to the user notifying rejection of the pending application.

14.12.2.1 A Note on cancelling course applications which start within 7 days
If the course iteration falls within 7 calendar days of the course application, then only higher roles (i.e. Admins
and training institution managers for the course) can cancel the application. When this is the case, the cancel
link appears in red, only for the higher roles. A sample screen is shown below:
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14.12.3 Swapping student for an Application
1. User selects the desired course iteration from the list and clicks on Swap link under Action column.

2. This will open the Swap page. User selects the student from the drop down list to replace the current
student and clicks the Swap button to swap the students on the iteration. Below is an example view of
the Swap Users page to select the new student.

14.13 Manage Roster - Prior to Iteration Start
The options available on the iteration roster change depending on whether the course iteration occurs in the
future, or in the past. This example will examine the functionality available prior to an iteration start.



Search for the existing iteration by clicking on Schedule, then search course iterations.
Enter and submitting the search criteria.
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The system returns search results based on the search criteria. To view the roster, click the View Roster
link.

The system displays details of the iteration and provides a list of all Users applications including the application
status.

1. To swap a student's application with another student at that location, user clicks the Swap link under
Action column. Swapping will cancel the original application and then add the new application to the
roster.

2. To cancel a user's application, user clicks the Cancel link under Action column.
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Note: if the course iteration starts within 7 calendar days, the Cancel link will only be available to higher roles
(i.e. Admins and Training Institution managers), and will appear in red.

3. To View the Joining Form, user clicks the Joining Form link under Action column.

To download the roster to Excel, user clicks the Export Roster to Excel link. The Excel roster is a useful tool to
use as a sign-in sheet for a course.
If the course has a waitlist, a View Waitlist link will appear at the top of the roster. To view the waitlist, user
clicks the View Waitlist link in the action menu bar

The Waitlist Roster allows the user to cancel or swap a student's waitlist status. The waitlist operates on a first
in, first out priority, so a waitlist swap will allow the swapped-in user to have a higher spot on the waitlist than
if they simply applied for the course and became waitlisted.

14.14 Manage Iteration Roster - After Iteration End
After iteration ends, the system provides functionality for marking grading and attendance and recording Level
1 Evaluations.


User navigates to Search > Search Course Iteration
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User enters the search criteria and clicks Append/Update Search button.



The system returns search results based on the search criteria. To view the roster, user clicks the View
Roster link.

The system displays details of the iteration and provides a list of all users applications including their
application status.
To mark attendance and grading, user clicks the Attendance/Grading link displayed in the action menu bar
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On the attendance and grading form, for each user, user selects an application status, attendance status, enters a
score type, and score, and optionally, enters an expiration date. The expiration date is the date that user’s credit
for that course will expire. User repeats the steps for each user displayed on the page and then clicks Submit.

To add a walk on user to the roster (a user that was not enrolled in the iteration), user clicks the Add Walk On
User to Roster link. User enters the User ID and clicks Submit.
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The system allows the higher roles to record Level 1 Feedback Results for the course iteration if the “Level 1
Evaluation” field on Edit Course Page is set to a value other than “None” for the respective course.
To record Level 1 Feedback Results, user clicks on Level 1 Feedback link displayed below Attendance/Grading
link in the blue instructional box. The Level 1 Feedback will open in a new window. User enters the student's
responses to the feedback form and clicks finish.

User clicks Close to return to the roster. User repeats steps for each feedback response.

15 Testing
The Testing feature provides a list of assessments for all the courses. This feature helps the users to test their
knowledge related to a course by giving them the ability to launch and complete assessments assigned to the
courses. Upon completion of assessment by the user, the user is graded automatically by the system. The user
also receives a transcript for the respective course.
Below is an example view of the Placement Assessments feature accessible from the navigation menu.

The tests can be launched by clicking on the Launch link provided along with the Assessment Name and the
Course Name.
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16 Training Records
The Training Records feature provides a list of transcripts for all the courses that a user has credit for. These
transcripts are grouped into Active and Inactive records. A transcript is categorized as an Active Record if it has
not expired and it belongs to an active course. A transcript is categorized as an Inactive Record if it has expired
or it belongs to an inactive course/legacy course.

16.1 View User Training Records
The View User Training Records feature, accessible from the navigation menu allows user with a Point of
Contact and Help Desk Admin Roles to search for their employees and view their Training Records.

Below is an example view of a search performed on the View User Training Records feature, with results set.
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User clicks on View link to view a user’s Training Records. The next screenshot shows a sample Training
Record.

16.2 View Your Training Records
Users can also view their own Training Records through the View Your Training Records feature, accessible
from the navigation menu.
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16.3 Self-Report Training
Self Report Training feature allows users to add their own Training Records for the trainings which has been
taken by the user outside the e-ITEP. It helps the users to maintain all their training records in one central place.
This feature is available to all the users and is accessible from the navigation menu.

The screenshot below shows an example view of Add Training Record feature.
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17 Reports
Reports feature, accessible from the navigation menu provides a list of available online reports which users can
query to return a result set.

The Reports are scoped so that the list of reports that a user sees depends upon the user’s role. Below is an
example view of a portion of the online Reports available in the system.
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17.1 ITEP Report
The ITEP Report gives an analysis of mandatory/desired training requirements, demand data by ETFs, planned
solution, delivered solution and course completion for the selected course and year.
Below is an example of the ITEP Report, and an explanation of the fields in the report.
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17.1.1 Course Fields (ITEP Report)
Field Name (Search)
Description
Course Selection
Choose the search criteria to be used when searching for the course. User can
search by Course Code or Course Title, select which type of search [contains, is,
begins with, ends with], and enter the text to search for
Training Institution
User can search by Training Institution (default is ‘All’)
Discipline
User can search by Discipline (default is ‘All’)
Area
User can search by Area (default is ‘All’). If a Discipline has been chosen, only
the areas which belong to this discipline can be selected.
NATO Course
User can search by NATO Course Certification status [NATO Approved, NATO
Certification
Selected, or Listed] (default is ‘All’)
Year
User can search by year
Baseline Date
User can search by Baseline Date (default is Oct, 31th of the previous year)
Append/Update Search
Updates the search criteria
Button
Reset Button
Resets search criteria
Field Name (Table)
Description
Training Institution
Training Institution for matching courses in the system
Course Code
Course Code for matching courses in the system
Course Title
Course Title for matching courses in the system
Demand for Course
This shows the demand for the course by counting the manadatory training
Mandatory
requirement of the posts
Demand for Course
This shows the demand for the course by counting the desired training
Desired
requirement of the posts
Demand by ETFs
This column dispalys the demand for the course which have been captured by the
administrator or school manager for the respective course and year. This number
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Planned Solution
Delivered Solution
Course Completions
Assessment (Delivered
Solution – Demand by
ETFs)

should ideally correspond to the demand for course mandatory and demand for
course desired
This is the total number of seats which were initially planned for the respective
course and year. This number is then reviewed by the school managers after
receiving the demand data.
This is the total number of seats that were finally offered/delivered for the course
for the selected year. This number is produced after the analysis of the demand
data received by the school managers )
This number shows how many users have completed the course in the selected
year.
This number shows if enough seats were offered as compared to the demand for
the course. Positive numbers indicate that more seats were offered/delivered as
compared to the demand data; negative numbers mean that less seats were
offered/delivered compared to the demand data

17.1.2 Using the ITEP Report
1. Administrators and School Managers can access the report by navigating to Reports and clicking on
the link for the ITEP Report

2. In the search fields, enter the search criteria that will be used to find the desired courses. Once all
search criteria has been entered, click the ‘Submit’ button.
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3. A table of matching courses and the demand and delivery metrics is displayed.

A list of the table fields with their descriptions can be found in the section above in this document. Number
that are underlined in the table are links to different areas in e-ITEP. In the same way as the main report page
each of the sub pages has an Excel download functionality.
A description of the linking behaviour is below:
Link from “Demand for Course Mandatory/desired”
Clicking on a number from this column links the user to a report which shows the list of posts which contains
the selected course as mandatory/desired training requirement.
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Link from “Demand by ETFs”:
Clicking on a number from this column links the user to a report which shows the demand data added for the
course using the Demand for Courses Admin tool.

Link from “Planned Solution”:
Clicking on a number from the Planned Solution column takes the user to a list of iterations for the course and
displays only active/active modified iterations for the selected course and year. Planned solution displays the
course schedule for the selected course which has been planned before the baseline date
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Link from “Delivered Solution”:
Clicking on a number from the Delivered Solution column takes the user to a list of iterations for the course and
displays active/cancelled iterations for the selected course and year. Delivered solution displays the overall
changes which were made to the course schedule of the selected year.

Please note the iteration ids dispalyed on the Planned and Delivered pages link to the Iteration Changes page
which displays the history of changes which were made to the iteration.
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17.2 Course Completion (User) Report
The Course Completion (User) Report shows the list of users that have completed a course within a certain time
period. Below is a sample of the report. This report shows the completion by both user sources e-ITEP and ETF
Transcript and provides a complete picture of the course completion for the respective course.

17.2.1 Report Fields (Course Completion (User) Report)
Field Name (Search)
Description
Course Selection
Choose the search criteria to be used when searching for the
course. User can search by Course Code or Course Title, select
which type of search [contains, is, begins with, ends with], and
enter the text to search for
Transcript Score Date
Search within the dates the transcript was created for the course
completion
User Source
Choose between All, E-ITEP, and ETF Transcript. If user was
created using the course completion admin tool or via ETF
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Append/Update Search Button
Reset Button
Field (Table)
Course Code
Course Title
Iteration ID
Organisation 1 – 6
Login ID, First Name, Last Name,
Nationality, Rank
Score, Attendance, Start Date,
Completion Date
User Source

Completion Notes

Interface, then the user is created with user source as ETF
Transcript. (Default: E-ITEP)
Updates table using updated search criteria
Resets search criteria
Description
Course Code for matching courses in the system
Course Title for matching courses in the system
Iteration ID associated with the respective course iteration
Lists the user’s organisations by organisation level
Gives details about the user which has completed the course
Gives details about the user’s performance in the course
Shows the source of the user which completed the course, if the
user who completed the course was created via new user
registration or via add new user form then the source of the user is
e-ITEP.However, if the user was created as a result of the course
completion admin tool or via ETF interface, then the source of the
user is ETF transcript
Shows any additional notes associated with the course completion

17.2.2 Using the Course Completion (User) Report
1. Administrators and School Managers can access the report by navigating to Reports and clicking on
the link for the Course Completion (User) Report

2. In the search fields, enter the search criteria that will be used to find the desired course completions.
Once all search criteria has been entered, click the ‘Submit’ button.
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3. A table of matching courses and course completion data including user details is displayed.

An export to excel feature is also available for this report. Clicking on the export to excel button displayed in
the blue action menu bar will export the results returned on the page in the excel form.

17.3 Contact Details Report
The Contact Details Report allows the users with e-ITEP Administrator and NATO ETOC Manager roles to
search for courses, various point of contacts for desired training institution, discipline and area. This report also
give the ability to search for users. The selector mask for this report is very flexible and depends on the entity
the user has decided to search for.
Note: ACT Discipline Point of Contact role also has limited access to Contact details report (System allows to
search for Discipline and Area entity)

17.3.1 Report Fields (Contact Details Report)
Entity

Field Name

Course

Course Title
Course Code
ETF Course ID
ETF Course Code
Course Description
Keyword Search
Discipline
Area
Delivery Method
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Discipline and Area

Training Institution

User
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NATO Course Certification
Training Institution
Course Status
OPR Action Officer Name
OPR-Email
OPR-Phone Number
OPR-Other Information
CO-OPR-Action Officer Name
CO-OPR-Email
CO-OPR-Phone Number
CO-OPR-Other Information
Course Director-Name
Course Director-Position
Course Director-Email
Course Director-Phone
Course Director-Fax Number
Discipline





Area



Requirement Authority
SHAPE POC
Department Head
ACT Point Of Contact
Area POC
Training Institution
NATO ETF Accreditation
NATO ETF Accreditation Expiry
Email
Phone
Last Name
First Name
Login ID
Post
User Status
Email
Locked Out
User Source
Roles (+ Organisation)
Discipline
Traning Institution
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17.3.2 Using the Contact Details Report
Administrators and School Managers can access the report by navigating to Reports and clicking on the link for
the Contact Details Report

In the search fields, enter the search criteria that will be used to find the desired data. Following search masks
are available: Course, Discipline and Area, Training Institution and User. Once all search criteria has been
entered, click the ‘Submit’ button.The reports can be viewed and downloaded in Excel or Word format
(Discipline and Area).
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Here are the different views of the Contact Details Report depending on the selection:
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17.4 ITEP Annex Report
The ITEP annex report gives you an overview of yearly course offerings. The overview gives an insight into
total number of seats offered, demand by ETFs and demand vs seat analysis for every course for the respective
year. This report is used by HQ SACT to advertise course offerings for the year.
Below is an example view of the ITEP Annex Report, and an explanation of the fields in the report.
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17.4.1 Course Fields (ITEP Report)
Field Name (Search)
Description
Course Selection
Choose the search criteria to be used when searching for the course. User can
search by Course Code or Course Title, select which type of search [contains, is,
begins with, ends with], and enter the text to search for
Discipline
User can search by Discipline (default is ‘All’)
Area
User can search by Area (default is ‘All’). If a Discipline has been chosen, only
the areas which belong to this discipline can be selected.
NATO Course
User can search by NATO Course Certification status [NATO Approved, NATO
Certification
Selected, or Listed] (default is ‘All’)
Year
User can search by year
Append/Update Search
Updates the search criteria
Button
Reset Button
Resets search criteria
Field Name (Table)
Description
Discipline
Discipline for matching courses in the system
Area
Area for matching courses in the system
Course Code
Course Code for matching courses in the system
Course Title
Course Title for matching courses in the system
NATO Course
NATO Course Certification for matching courses in the system
Certification
Delivery Method
Delivery Method for matching courses in the system
Training Institution
Training Institution for matching courses in the system
Total Seats Available
Total number of Seats offered for the respective course in the system
Demand
This column dispalys the demand for the course which have been captured by the
administrator or school manager for the respective course and year
Demand Vs Seats
This number shows if enough seats were offered as compared to the demand for
the course. Positive numbers indicate that more seats were offered/delivered as
compared to the demand data; negative numbers mean that less seats were
offered/delivered compared to the demand data
17.4.2 Using the ITEP Report
1. Administrators can access the report by navigating to Reports and clicking on the link for the ITEP
Annex Report

2. In the search fields, enter the search criteria that will be used to find the desired courses. Once all search
criteria has been entered, click the ‘Submit’ button.
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An export to excel feature is also available for this report. Clicking on the export to excel button displayed in
the blue action menu bar will export the results returned on the page in the excel form.

18 ADMINISTRATOR TOOLS
The Administrator Tools menu item consists of the following ADMIN features. The list of features that a user
sees depends upon the user’s role in the e-ITEP system.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Discipline and Area Tool
Post Admin Tool
Email Distribution Tool
News Editor
Organisations
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Manage Duplicate Profiles
APMS Dashboard Admin
Demand for Courses Admin
Pool Editor
Training Institutions
Course Completion Admin
Track Emails
Training Plan Admin
Certificate Signatures
Quick Link Admin

18.1 Key points for preparation of Organisation Structures
The information mentioned below is useful in preparation of NATO Organisation Post/Goal Structure (.CSV)
file for importing in the e-ITEP system. (Please use the attached NATO Organisation Post/Goal Template in the
Appendix)
Fields
CE/PE Version Number
Org Level 1
Org Level 2

PE
Year in which PE was
approved. IE: 2013
NATO
Name of Headquarter. IE:
HQ SACT

Org Level 3

Division Level. IE: JFT

Org Level 4

Sub- Division Level. IE:
JETE
Branch Level. IE:E&IT

Org Level 5
Org Level 6
PE or CE Post
Previous Post Number (1)
Previous Post Number (2)
Post or Partnership Goal
Number
Job Title or Partnership
Goal Name
Rank
Nation
Tour Of Duty

Posting Start Date
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Section Level. IE: E&T
Facilities
PE
Leave Blank
Leave Blank
Current Post Number. IE:
G0002
Job Title
Rank. IE: OR-1,
CIVILIAN
Nation. IE: Belgium
Post Duration. IE: 3
months, 6 months. (In
months, include the word
‘months’)
Only for PE Posts (format
mm.dd.yyyy)

CE
CE Version Number.
IE: 3.1, 18.0
NATO
Name of
Headquarter. IE: HQ
SACT
Division Level. IE:
JFT
Sub- Division Level.
IE: JETE
Branch Level.
IE:E&IT
Section Level. IE:
E&T Facilities
CE
Only for CE Post
Only for CE Post
Current Post Number.
IE: G0002
Job Title
Rank. IE: OR-1,
CIVILIAN
IE: Belgium
Post Duration. IE: 3
months, 6 months. (In
months, include the
word ‘months’)
Leave Blank.
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MPD
Leave Blank
NATO
NATO and Partner Nation
PFP, Méditerranéen
Dialogue, CC, ICI, Others
Country. IE: Spain
Country. IE: Spain
Country. IE: Spain
Leave Blank
Leave Blank
Leave Blank
PG Number. IE: A1976
PG Name
Leave Blank
Leave Blank
Leave Blank

Leave Blank
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Mandatory Courses

Desired courses

Priority

In accordance with ETOC
Courses. IE: MSP-ISIAPDT
(And: ; OR: OR)
In accordance with ETOC
Courses. IE: MSP-ISIAPDT
(And: ; OR: OR)
Leave Blank

In accordance with
ETOC Courses. IE:
MSP-IS-IAPDT
(And: ; OR: OR)
In accordance with
ETOC Courses. IE:
MSP-IS-IAPDT
(And: ; OR: OR)
Leave Blank

In accordance with ETOC
Courses. IE: MSP-ISIAPDT
(And: ; OR: OR)
In accordance with ETOC
Courses. IE: MSP-ISIAPDT
(And: ; OR: OR)
Values are 1, 2, and 3
only.

Note for PE/CE: The PE/CE Version Number supports up to 2 places to the right of the decimal point, up to 8
places to the left of the decimal point. IE: 12345678.90. You can enter a whole number such as ‘18’ or ‘18.0’ or
‘18.00’. Display will trim off trailing zeroes after the decimal places. IE: 12.10 will display as 12.1, 12.0 will
display as 12.

18.2 ETOC: Discipline and Area Tools
This feature allows the User with e-ITEP Administrator, NATO ETOC Manager, ACT Discipline Point of
Contact and Point of Contact roles to add, view and edit the ETOC Areas and Sections, and is accessible from
the Admin Tools which is accessible from the navigation menu.

Below is an example view of search performed on the ETOC Discipline and Area Tools feature, with result set.
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18.2.1
1.
2.
3.

Add/Edit Disciplines
User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
User navigates to Admin Tools > Discipline and Area Tool.
User clicks on Add New Discipline in the blue instructional box.

4. System displays the add new discipline form, see example image below:
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5. User fills in the required fields, the respective visibility grade for the given fields and clicks Submit
button. (Move the mouse over the Grade drop down menu to see the help text regarding the different
grade options)
6. User clicks on Back to Discipline View link
Depending on their role users are able to edit the core Discipline information:
*To Edit exiting disciplines, user clicks on Edit link under the Action column for the desired line, user makes
necessary changes and clicks the Submit button.
*To Delete existing disciplines, user clicks on Edit link, clicks on Delete this Discipline link in blue
instructional box and confirms the action by clicking Yes
Note: System only allows deletion of discipline if there is no course currently attached to the respective
discipline.
18.2.2
1.
2.
3.

Add/Edit Areas
User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
User navigates to Admin Tools > Discipline and Area Tool.
User clicks on View Areas link in the blue instructional box
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4. User enters search criteria and clicks Submit button

5. User clicks on Add new Area link in the blue instructional box
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6. User fills in the required fields, the respective visibility grade for the given fields and clicks Submit
button. (Move the mouse over the Grade drop down menu to see the help text regarding the different
grade options)
7. User clicks on Back to Discipline Area Search link
Depending on their role users are able to edit the core Area information:
*To Edit exiting areas, user clicks on Edit link under the Action column for the desired line, makes necessary
changes and clicks the Submit button.
*To Delete existing areas, user clicks on Edit link, clicks on Delete this Area link in blue instructional box and
confirms the action by clicking Yes
Note: System only allows deletion of area if there is no course currently attached to the respective area.

18.3 Post Administration
Post Admin tool feature allows the User with e-ITEP Administrator roles to add/edit/inactivate posts in different
levels of an Organisation Structure. Below is the Process Flow diagram of the Post Admin Tool feature.
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18.3.1 Add a New Post (Manually)
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User clicks on Post Admin tool feature accessible from the navigation menu.
 User navigates to Individual Training Plan > Post Admin Tool or
 User navigates to Admin Tools > Post Admin Tool
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3. User navigates through the 6 Level Organisation structure by selecting the desired organisation from the
drop down menu to locate the placement for the new desired post. (Note: The page will automatically
refresh once the Organisation is selected.)
4. User enters the Post Name, Job Title, Previous Post Numbers 1and 2 (only for CE posts), Post Duration,
Posting Start Date (for PE Posts only), Post, CE/PE Version Number, Rank, Nation and clicks on Add
link.
Note: If the Post is a PE Post then the field ‘Posting Start Date’ is a required field. By default the
system sets the field value as ‘NOT FILLED’. The user has the ability to choose the Posting Start Date
using Calendar Picker or by entering it manually in the DD:MM:YYYY format. If the Posting Start Date
is entered in the wrong format or if the field is left blank then upon Add or Update, the system will sets
the field value as ‘NOT FILLED’.

5. Upon clicking ‘Add’, the page reloads and the organisational structure is updated with the new Post.
18.3.2 Edit/Inactivate Existing Post (Manually)
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User clicks on Post Admin tool feature accessible from the navigation menu.
 User navigates to Individual Training Plan > Post Admin Tool or
 User navigates to Admin Tools > Post Admin Tool
3. User navigates through the 6 Level Organisation structure by selecting the desired organisation from the
drop down menu to locate the existing Post to edit. (Note: The page will automatically refresh once the
Organisation is selected.)
4. User locates the Edit link to the right of the Post that requires editing and clicks on Edit link.

5. User makes the necessary changes to the Post and clicks on Update link to submit the changes.
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6. User clicks on Cancel link to cancel the changes made to the Post specification.
7. User clicks on Inactivate link to inactivate the selected post. This will remove the Post completely from
the organisational structure.
Administrators can also Add/Update Posts automatically by exporting the PE/CE NATO HQ Organisation
Structure .CSV file and importing it after adding/editing desirable post. (Refer Section 18.8.4)

18.4 Training Plan Admin
Training Plan Admin feature gives the ability to the administrators to manage Mandatory/ Desirable courses for
a Post and is accessible from the navigation menu. To add a post reference select Post Admin Tool.

Below is the Process Flow Diagram of the Training Plan Admin feature.
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18.4.1 Adding Training Plan
1. User with e-ITEP Administrator role visits e-ITEP, logs in and navigates to Admin Tools >
Training Plan Admin.
2. User navigates through the 6 Level Organisation structure by selecting the desired organisation
from the drop down menu to locate the desired organisation structure. (Note: The page will
automatically refresh once the Organisation is selected.)
3. User selects the desired post from the drop down menu at the respective organisation level. (Note:
The page will automatically refresh once the post is selected.)

4. User clicks the Add Course button to add a Mandatory or Desired course.
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5. User begins typing Course code and clicks the Search button or enters ‘%’ and clicks the Search
button to get list of all available courses in ETOC.
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6. User selects the desired course from the list of all available courses, adds the Order and clicks on
Add course link.

7. The course will then be added to the Individual Training Plan for the respective Post.
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18.4.2 And, OR between courses in mandatory, desired requirements
When user adds more than 1 course in mandatory, desired requirements of a post, then the user has choice to
make And or option between the two courses in mandatory, desired requirements. Below is an example view of
Training Plan Admin page.





In the screenshot above there are 2 course namely MSP-IS-MRT, MSP IS-IAPDT in mandatory
requirements.
By default system adds And option in between the courses.
In order to make a choice that is OR option between the two courses, user should click Add OR link
displayed adjacent to course MSP-IS-MRT.
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Below is an example view of the result screen, which shows that the mandatory requirement of Post ‘IJC
COMDEP 0020 (4)’ is MSP-IS-MRT OR MSP-IS-IAPDT course.

18.4.3 Edit/ Update Individual Training Plan
1. User visits e-ITEP, logs in and navigates to Admin Tools > Training Plan Admin.
2. User navigates through the 6 Level Organisation structure by selecting the desired organisation from the
drop down menu to locate the desired organisation structure. (Note: The page will automatically refresh
once the Organisation is selected.)
3. User selects the desired post from the drop down menu at the respective organisation level. (Note: The
page will automatically refresh once the post is selected.)
4. User makes the desired changes like changing the Order of the course and clicks on Update link.
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5. Admin also have the ability to Add/Edit/Remove a note, test for the course.
18.4.4 Remove Individual Training Plan
1. User navigates through the 6 Level Organisation structure by selecting the desired organisation from the
drop down menu to locate the desired organisation structure. (Note: The page will automatically refresh
once the Organisation is selected.)
2. User selects the desired post from the drop down menu at the respective organisation level. (Note: The
page will automatically refresh once the post is selected.)
3. User clicks on Remove link associated with the selected course to remove from the training plan for the
respective post.

Administrator can also Manage Mandatory, Desired courses for a post automatically by exporting the NATO
PE/CE HQ Organisation Structure .CSV file and importing it after adding/editing courses for desirable post.
(Refer Section 18.8.4)

18.5 Email Distribution Tool
This feature allows User with Help Desk Admin, e-ITEP Administrator role to send automatic email
announcements (general and important e-ITEP related information) to users of e-ITEP system, view, delete
active and inactive emails and to add new email. Emails can be targeted to broad audiences such as entire
Organisation structure, Roles, Posts, specific audience such as group of e-ITEP Login IDs, Email addresses, etc.
Note: The email address used to send email announcements are the ones linked to the user’s profile.
18.5.1 View/Edit active and inactive emails/ Add new emails
18.5.1.1 View active and inactive emails
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Email Distribution Tool.
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3. View emails page loads displaying list of active emails

4. To view Inactive emails, user clicks on View Inactive Emails link.
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18.5.1.2 Edit existing email
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Email Distribution Tool.
3. User selects the desired email to edit from the list and clicks on Subject of the email.

4. User makes the necessary changes and clicks Submit.
18.5.1.3 Add new email
Note: “Fields in the Add Course form which requires text to be included within the system, permits the
following application functions to display text in a readable format:
<u> underline </u>, <i> italics </i>, <b> bold </b>, <ul> bullet lists </ul>, <li> bullet lists </li> and
<br> line break </br>”
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Email Distribution Tool.
3. User clicks on Add New email link.

4. User completes the Add New Email form and clicks Submit. Below is a portion of Add New email
form.
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18.5.2 Opting Out of Email Announcements
All users of the e-ITEP system can opt out of receiving email announcements (general and important e-ITEP
related information) by setting the Send Training Email Announcements radio button under their profile to No.
(Note: This will not opt out the user from receiving automatic bidding emails.)
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Profiles > Edit Your Profile.
3. User sets the Send Training Announcements radio button to No

4. User clicks the Submit button and save the changes made to the profile.

18.6 News Editor
News Editor Feature allows User with Help Desk Admin, e-ITEP Administrator, NATO ETOC Manager Roles
to place important messages on the Home Page and as pop-up messages. The News items are placed under the
header Status & News on the Home Page.
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18.6.1 View/Edit active and inactive News items and add new Message
This feature also allows the users to view/edit active and inactive News Items and add new message.
18.6.1.1 View active and inactive news items
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > News Editor.
3. Active News Page loads. Below is an example view of the Active News page.
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4. To view Inactive News Items, user clicks on View Inactive News Items link.
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18.6.1.2 Edit news items
Note: “Fields in the add new message form which requires text to be included within the system, permits
the following application functions to display text in a readable format:
<u> underline </u>, <i> italics </i>, <b> bold </b>, <ul> bullet lists </ul>, <li> bullet lists </li> and
<br> line break </br>”
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates Admin Tools > News editor.
3. User selects the desired News Item from the list and clicks on Title of the selected News Item.

4. News Editor Page loads, user makes the desired changes and clicks the UPDATE FIELD button. Below
is a portion of News Editor Page displaying the selected News Item.
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18.6.1.3 Add new news item
Note: “Fields in the add new message form which requires text to be included within the system, permits
the following application functions to display text in a readable format:
<u> underline </u>, <i> italics </i>, <b> bold </b>, <ul> bullet lists </ul>, <li> bullet lists </li> and
<br> line break </br>”
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > News editor.
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3. User clicks on Add New Message link.

4. User completes the Add New Message form and clicks the Update Field button. Below is an example
view of Add New Message Form.
o User enters a News Title
o User enters the News text
o User selects the News Category as General Information or Banner
o When user selects banner image, the user must upload the banner image using the
browse button
o User selects the Start Date and the End Date of the News
o User selects the Display Order of the News Item(only numeric is allowed)
o User selects the Active radio button to Yes(to activate the News Item)
o User selects the Roles(User roles who will see the News Item)
o User selects the pages to display the News Item.
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18.7 Poll Editor
This feature allows User with Help Desk Admin, ITEP Administrator, NATO ETOC Manager Roles to place
important poll questions for the group of Users on the Home Page to record user views. The poll question is
placed under the Status & News header on the Home Page.

18.7.1 View/Edit active and inactive Poll Items and add new Poll
This feature allows users to view/edit active, inactive Poll Items and to add new poll.
18.7.1.1 View active and inactive poll items
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Poll Editor.
3. Poll Editor Page loads displaying list of Active polls.
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4. To view Inactive poll items, user clicks on View Inactive Items link.

18.7.1.2 Edit poll items
Note: “Fields in the poll editor form which requires text to be included within the system, permits the
following application functions to display text in a readable format:
<u> underline </u>, <i> italics </i>, <b> bold </b>, <ul> bullet lists </ul>, <li> bullet lists </li> and
<br> line break </br>”
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Poll Editor.
3. User selects the desired poll from the list of Active poll items and clicks on the Question of the selected
Poll Item.
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4. Poll Editor Page loads displaying the selected poll item, user makes the desired changes and clicks the
Update Field button. Below is a portion of the Poll Editor page.

18.7.1.3 Add new poll
Note: “Fields in the add poll form which requires text to be included within the system, permits the
following application functions to display text in a readable format:
<u> underline </u>, <i> italics </i>, <b> bold </b>, <ul> bullet lists </ul>, <li> bullet lists </li> and
<br> line break </br>”
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Poll Editor.
3. User clicks on Add New Poll link.
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4. User completes the Add New Poll form and clicks the Update Field button. Below is a portion of Add
New Poll form.

18.8 HQ Organisational Structures
This feature allows User with e-ITEP Administratorrole to perform the following functions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

First upload of NATO PE/CE HQ Org Structure.
Manual creation/inactivation of a new NATO PE/CE HQ Org structure.
Manual amendment of an existing NATO PE/CE Org structure and training plans.
Automatic amendment/ inactivation of an existing NATO PE/CE HQ Org structure and training plans,
exporting NATO PE/CE HQ Org structure, making the amendments and importing the amended NATO
PE/CE HQ Org structure.
5. Replace an existing NATO PE/CE HQ Org structure and training plan for another entirely new PE/CE
HQ Org structure and deactivate the old PE/CE HQ Org structure.
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This feature is accessible from the Admin Tools in the navigation menu.

18.8.1 First time upload of NATO PE/CE HQ Org Structure
Users with e-ITEP Administrator role have ability to upload NATO PE/CE Org Structure for the first time. This
process will only be done once when NATO receives the e-ITEP software from NCSA. The steps are as
follows:
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Organisations > Import Organisations/Post Structure.
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3. User clicks on Browse and navigates to the location of desired NATO Organisation/Post structure
(.CSV file)

4.

User selects the desired .CSV file and clicks on Open.
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5. User clicks the Analyse File button to start file validation.

6. If the file analysis returns error, user makes necessary changes and saves .CSV file and repeats from
Step 2 onwards.

7. If the file analysis returns no error, then the system displays the analysed summary of the .CSV file.
User clicks the Upload File button to initiate the uploading of selected .CSV file
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8. NATO Organisation/Post structure.CSV file has been successfully uploaded.

9. Upon completion of the file uploading process an email is sent to the Administrator who imported the
CSV file notifying the file import status with log file as an attachment. User clicks return to go back to
Organisation > Import Organisation/Post structure.
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18.8.2 Manual creation/inactivation of NATO PE/CE HQ Organisation Structure
Below is the Process Flow diagram of Manual creation/ inactivation of NATO PE/CE HQ Organisation
structure.

18.8.2.1 Manual Creation of a new NATO PE/CE HQ Org structure
1. User visits e-ITEP, logs in and navigates to Admin Tools > Organisations > Organisation Hierarchy
Tool.
2. User navigates through the 6 Level Organisation structure by selecting the desired organisation from the
drop down menu to locate the placement for the new Organisation level. (Note: The page will
automatically refresh once the Organisation is selected.
3. User clicks the Add Org Level button.
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4.

User enters the new Org level name and clicks Submit.

5. The new desired Org level has now been created and updated in the NATO Organisation structure.
6. User clicks the Return To Org Hierarchy button.
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7. User repeats steps 1 to 6 for adding any level of Organisation structure.
18.8.2.2 Inactivation of NATO PE/CE HQ Org structure
1. User visits e-ITEP, logs in and navigates to Admin Tools > Organisations > Organisation Hierarchy
Tool.
2. User navigates through the 6 Level Organisation structure by selecting the desired organisation from the
drop down menu to locate the existing Organisation level to inactivate. (Note: The page will
automatically refresh once the Organisation is selected.
3. User clicks on Inactivate Org level button.

4.

User clicks on Yes to confirm the inactivation of selected Organisation level.
Note: Please read and confirm the summary of the changes being made to each Organisation level
upon inactivation of selection Organisation level.
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5. The selected organisation level has now been inactivated from the NATO Organisation structure.
6. User reloads the page by selecting a different Organisation at higher Organisation level.
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18.8.3 Manual amendment of an existing NATO PE/CE HQ Org structure and training plans
If user wants to Amend/Update an existing Organisation structure
For instance:
a. User wants to add a new Org level 3 under existing Org level 1 and Org level 2.
b. User wants to add a new post under the new Org level 3
c. User wants to add a new course under existing Post Number (IJC COMCOM 0010) under Org level 3
(1.0 OFFICE OF THE COMMANDER).
18.8.3.1 User wants to add a new Org level 3 under existing Org level 1 and Org level 2
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Organisations > Organisation Hierarchy Tool.

3. User selects the desired Org level 1 and Org level 2.
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4. User clicks on Add Org level 3.

5. User enters the new Org level 3 name and clicks on Submit.

6. New Org level was created successfully.

18.8.3.2 User wants to add a new post under the new Org level 3
1. User navigates to Admin Tools > Post Admin Tool.
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2. User selects the Org level 1, Org level 2 and Org level 3 as selected in the above section.

3. Post Admin page reloads and displays the selected Organisation structure and Add Post capability. User
completes the New Post data fields and clicks on Add link.

4. Page reloads with a message “Post successfully added”.
18.8.3.3 User wants to add a new Desired course under existing Post Number (IJC COMCOM 0010) under
Org level 3 (1.0 OFFICE OF THE COMMANDER).
1. User navigates Admin Tools > Training Plan Admin.
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2. User selects the Org level 1, Org level 2, Org level 3(1.0 OFFICE OF THE COMMANDER) and Post
(IJC COMCOM 0010).

3. Training Plan Admin page loads, user clicks the Add Course button (for Desired Courses).
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4. User enters % in the search field and clicks the Search button to get a list of all active ETOC Courses or
begins typing the Course code and clicks Search.
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5. User selects the desired course from the list of ETOC Courses, enters the Order for the selected course
and clicks on Add Course link.

6. The selected course has been successfully added under Mandatory Course for the Post.
18.8.4 Automatic amendment/ inactivation of an existing NATO PE/CE HQ Org structure and training
plans, exporting NATO PE/CE HQ Organisation structure, making the amendments and
importing the amended NATO PE/CE HQ Organisation structure
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Below is the Process Flow Diagram of Automatic amendment/inactivation of an existing NATO PE/CE HQ
Organisational structure and training.

User wants to Amend/Update an existing Organisation structure automatically.
For instance:
a. User wants to add a new Org level 3 under existing Org level 1 and Org level 2.
b. User wants to add a new post under the new Org level 3
c. User wants to add a new desired course under existing Post Number (IJC COMCOM 0010) under Org
level 3 (1.0 OFFICE OF THE COMMANDER).
I.
Exporting the NATO PE/CE HQ Organisation Structure (.CSV) file
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Organisations > Export Organisations/Post structure.
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3. A pop-up window appears displaying options to Save/Open the NATO Organisation/Post structure
.CSV file.

4. User saves the .CSV file at the desired location on the computer.
5. User makes a back up copy of the Current NATO Organisation/Post structure (.CSV file).
6. User opens the .CSV file from the saved location.
II.

Amending the existing NATO PE/CE HQ Org Structure and training plans

18.8.4.1 User wants to add a new Org level 3 under existing Org level 1 and Org level 2.
1. User filters the excel spreadsheet to display only ISAF 17.1
o User selects the entire .CSV file by clicking on at the top left hand corner of the excel spreadsheet.

o
o

User clicks on Home from the top navigation menu.
User clicks on Sort and Filter sub menu option and then clicks on Filter.
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o

User clicks on the drop down arrow displayed on the First row of the Column CE/PE Version Number

o

User un-checks Select All and then checks 17.1 and clicks Ok.

2. The excel spreadsheet now only displays CE/PE Version Number 17.1
3. User right Clicks at the left hand corner of the first row of data.
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4. User clicks on Insert Row from the drop down menu displayed in step 3.
5. User now enters the Organisation structure data in the new row inserted in previous step.
o CE/PE Version Number: 17.1, Org level 1: NATO, Org level 2: HQ ISAF CE, Org level 3: User enters
the name of the new Org level (HQ Command 3.0) and clicks on Save.

18.8.4.2 User wants to add a new post under the new Org level 3
1. User locates the row of the Organisation structure to add the new post. In this example we are adding a
new post to the new Org level 3 created in previous section. User clicks on the cell for PE or CE Post of
the selected row.
2. Adding a CE Post: User clicks on the Post Number cell and enters the value (IJC COMCOM 0020).
a. User enters the desired data in the following fields (Job Title: IJC COMCOM 0020, Rank: Civilian,
Nation: USA, Tour of Duty: 3 Months.).

3. Adding a PE Post: User clicks on the Post Number cell and enters the desired data in the following
fields (Post Number, Job Title, Rank: Civilian, Nation, Tour of Duty, and Posting Start Date).
Note:
For PE Posts the ‘Posting Start Date’ is a required field.
 If there is a posting start date for the PE Post then it must be numeric and entered in the format
“DD.MM.YYYY”.
 If there is no posting start date for the PE Post then the Posting Start Date field in the import file must
contain the value “NOT FILLED”.
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If the field is left blank or posting start date is entered in the wrong format (i.e. with ‘/’ separators, etc),
then the import file will be rejected during the process of Import Organization/Post/Goal structure.

4. User clicks on Save to save the changes made to the .CSV file.

18.8.4.3 User wants to add a new desired course under existing Post Number (IJC COMCOM 0010) under
Org level 3 (1.0 OFFICE OF THE COMMANDER).
1. User locates the row of Organisation structure consisting of Org level 3(1.0 OFFICE OF THE
COMMANDER) with Post Number (1.0 OFFICE OF THE COMMANDER).

2. User clicks on Desired Courses cell of the same row and enters the desired course code (ETE-ET-3082)
and clicks Save.
Note: In case the user wants to add two courses, for instance ETE-ET-3082, MSP-IS-MRT in desired
requirements. Then the user can choose to add an And (denoted as ‘;’) or OR (denoted as ‘OR’) option
in between the courses in desired requirements.
Note: The process of adding a course is the same for both a PE and a CE Post.

III.
Importing the amended NATO PE/CE HQ Organisation Structure (.CSV) file
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Organisations > Import Organisation/Post structure.
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3. User clicks on Browse and navigates to the location of desired .CSV file

4. User selects the desired .CSV file and clicks on open.
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5. User clicks Analyse File to start file validation.

6. If the file analysis returns error, user makes necessary changes and saves .CSV file and repeats from
Step 9 onwards.
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7. If the file analysis returns no error, then the system displays the analysed summary of the .CSV file.
User clicks on Upload File to initiate the uploading of selected .CSV file

8. NATO Organisation/Post structure.CSV file has been successfully uploaded.
9. Upon completion of file uploading process an email is sent to the Admin who imported the CSV file
notifying the file import status with log file as an attachment. Click return to go back to Organisation >
Import Organisation/Post structure.
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Important Note: Training Plans are linked automatically to ETOC after importing the NATO PE/CE HQ
Organisation Structure (.CSV) file
1. User navigates to Individual Training Plans > Individual Training Plans.

2. User selects the desired Organisation Structure (Organisation 1: NATO ETEE, Organisation 2: NATO
COMMAND STRUCTURE, Organisation 3: HQ SACT) and clicks Submit. Note that Organisation 1
is defaulted to ‘NATO ETEE’ and cannot be modified.
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3. Individual Training Plan page reloads displaying list of posts under the selected Organisation structure.

4. User clicks on an Individual Training Mandatory Course
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5. ETOC page loads displaying details of the selected course. Below is a portion of the Course details
page.

18.8.5 Replace an existing NATO PE/CE HQ Org structure (for instance HQ ISAF 17.1 and associated
training plans) with entirely new NATO PE/CE HQ Org structure (for instance HQ ISAF 18.0)
and deactivating the old NATO PE/CE HQ Org structure
I.

Exporting the existing NATO PE/CE HQ Organisation Structure (.CSV) file
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Organisations > Export Organisations/Post structure.
3. A pop-up window appears displaying options to Save/Open the NATO Organisation/Post structure
.CSV file.
Note: This file contains the complete NATO PE/CE HQ Org structure.
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4. User saves the .CSV file at the desired location on the computer.
5. User makes a back up copy of the current complete NATO PE/CE HQ Org structure (.CSV file).
6. User opens the .CSV file from the saved location.
II.

Deactivating (Deleting) existing entire Organisation structure (for instance HQ ISAF 17.1) and
copying the new Organisation structure (for instance HQ ISAF 18.0)

1. User filters the excel spreadsheet to display only ISAF 17.1
o User selects the entire .CSV file by clicking on at the top left hand corner of the excel spreadsheet.

o
o

User clicks on Home from the top navigation menu
User clicks on Sort and Filter sub menu option, and then clicks on Filter

o

User clicks on the drop down arrow displayed on the First row of the Column CE/PE Version Number
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o

User un-checks Select All and then checks 17.1 and clicks Ok.

2. The excel spreadsheet now only displays CE/PE Version Number 17.1. Below is the portion of excel
spreadsheet.

3. User selects the entire spreadsheet displayed in previous, right clicks and selects delete from the drop
down menu.

4. The existing entire Organisation structure (ISAF 17.1) is deactivated (deleted).
5. User copies the new 18.0 Org structure from the excel spreadsheet and pastes it in the NATO
Organisation/post structure (.CSV) file.
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6. After adding the new Organisation structure, user clicks save to save the changes made to NATO
Organisation/Post structure (.CSV) file.
III.
Importing the new complete NATO PE/CE HQ Org Structure (.CSV) file
3. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
4. User navigates to Admin Tools > Organisations > Import Organisation/Post structure.

5. User clicks on Browse and navigates to the location of desired .CSV file
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5.

User selects the desired .CSV file and clicks on open.

10. User clicks on Analyse file to start file validation.

11. If the file analysis returns error, user makes necessary changes and saves .CSV file and repeats from
Step 9 onwards.
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12. If the file analysis returns no error, then the system displays the analysed summary of the .CSV file.
User clicks on Upload File to initiate the uploading of selected .CSV file

13. NATO Organisation Post .CSV file has been successfully uploaded.
14. Upon completion of the file uploading process an email is sent to the Admin who imported the CSV file
notifying the file import status with log file as an attachment. Click return to go back to Organisation >
Import Organisation/Post structure.
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18.9 Manage Duplicate Profiles
The Manage Duplicate Profiles tool can be used to locate and manage potential duplicate users in the e-ITEP
system. e-ITEP identifies potential duplicate users by looking at the user’s first name, last name, login ID, and
email address, and matching two of the criteria with other users in the system. If two criteria match, then both
users appear in the table as potential duplicate users.
18.9.1 Search for potential duplicate users
To find potential duplicate users in the system:
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Manage Duplicate Profiles

3. The Duplicate User Profiles page is opened. Here, the user can refine the results by searching for
specific last names, first names, and email addresses. An example of the table is shown below:
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18.9.2 View information about a potential duplicate user
To find potential duplicate users in the system:
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Manage Duplicate Profiles

3. The Duplicate User Profiles page is opened. Here, the user can refine the results by searching for
specific last names, first names, and email addresses. An example of the table is shown below:

4. To view information about a user, click View in the Action column. e-ITEP shows the View User page
with the user’s details. A sample is shown below:
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18.9.3 Delete a duplicate user
To delete a duplicate user in the system:
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Manage Duplicate Profiles

3. The Duplicate User Profiles page is opened. Here, the user can refine the results by searching for
specific last names, first names, and email addresses. An example of the table is shown below:
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4. To delete a user, click Delete in the Action column. e-ITEP prompts the user with a warning showing
what will be deleted. A sample is shown below:

5. To delete the profile, click Ok. The profile is deleted, and the user is returned to the Duplicate User
Profiles page.

18.10 Demand for Courses Admin
The Demand for Courses Admin is a tool that allows school managers and administrators to capture demand
data which have been received by them from various HQs and Nations. This demand data is then used by the
school manager to review their course iterations planning for the following year. The information added using
this tool is also reported in the ITEP report and ITEP Annex report for managing and planning purposes of the
yearly course offerings.
18.10.1 Access the Demand for Courses Admin
The Demand for Courses Admin tool is located in Admin Tools > Demand for Courses Admin, and is
accessible to school managers and administrators.
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18.10.2 The Demand for Courses Admin Page
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18.10.3 Adding a Course Demand
To add a demand for a course, in the ETOC Course Code field:
1.

Enter at least the first three characters of the course code in the box:

2. A drop-down list will appear with a list of courses that matches the characters entered. Select the
course from the drop-down list that will have the course demand added.
3. Select the year that will be used for the course demand. Once the course and year have been selected,
click the ‘Submit’ button:

4.

The dialog box expands so that course demands can be added:
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5.

In the Organisation box, enter a word/words that are in the organisation who demanded seats for the
course. The system will display a drop-down list of matches. From the list, select the organisation that
is to be used:

6.

Once the organisation has been selected, enter the number of seats and the iteration (if there is an
iteration associated with the demand data), and click ‘Add’ to add the course demand.
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7. After clicking the ‘Add’ link, the course demand has been added. The system shows a success
message, and the course demand is added to the table.

Note: If the user enters the no. of seats and clicks on Add then the system associates the demand to NATO
ETEE organisation. The Iteration id field is an optional field.
18.10.4 Editing/Deleting the Course Demand
1. To edit a course demand, click on the ‘Edit’ button in the Action column next to the course demand:
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2. The user is given three options: Update, Cancel, and Delete

Update: saves changes to the course demand after the user has made changes. To use this feature, change the
data in any of the columns, then click ‘Update’ to save.
Cancel: cancels any changes made to the course demand data
Delete: deletes the course demand data

18.11 Training Institutions
Training Facilities include all training Institutions offering courses in ETOC.
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18.11.1 Add a new Training Institution
1. User navigates to Admin Tools > Training Institutions > Add Training Institution.

2. User completes the Add Training Institution form.
a. User picks the correct NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation and respective NATO ETF
Institutional Accreditation Expiry date
b. User enter relevant remarks in the NATO ETF Institutional Accreditation Remarks field
3. User clicks Submit to save the new Training Institution.
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18.11.2 View and Edit existing Training Institutions
1. User navigates to Admin Tools > Training Institutions > Training Institution Search.
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2. User enters the search criteria and clicks Submit. The example below will find The NATO Training
Centre.

The system returns results based on the search criteria. To view a Training Institution, user clicks the View link.
To edit a Training Institution, user clicks the Edit link. Edit allows you to modify any of the fields entered on
the Add New Training Institution form.
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18.11.3 Add a new Room
This example will add a new room to the NATO Training Centre.
1. User navigates to Admin > Training Institutions > Add Room.

2. User completes the Add Room Form.
3. User selects a Training Institution from the dropdown list, enters a room number, room name and max
seats.
4. User clicks Submit to save the new room.
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18.11.4 View, Edit, and Delete existing Rooms
1. User navigates to Admin Tools > Training Institutions > Room Search.

2. User enters the search criteria and clicks Submit. The example below will find rooms the NATO
Training Centre.
3. User clicks on Edit link in order to edit room details.
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18.12 Course Completion Admin
The Course Completion Admin is used to a capture course completions for courses and course iterations. It can
add and update course completion records for existing e-ITEP users, and goves the ability to capture course
completions for users which does not exist in e-ITEP. As a result of the course completion, system adds a user
in the e-ITEP system with a user source ETF transcript. School Managers (e.g. the ETOC Institution Manager,
and Administrators (e.g. the e-ITEP Admin, and NATO ETOC Manager) have access to the Course
Completion Admin tool.
18.12.1 Permissions
School managers are only able to add course completions for courses that belong to their training institutions.
Administrators do not have this restriction.
18.12.2 Accessing the Course Completion Admin Tool
The Course Completion Admin tool is accessible via Admin Tools (Admin Tools > Course Completion Admin)
18.12.3 Course Completion Data Fields
The Course Completion admin tool allows the user to select the course and iteration for which the user wants to
add course completion, the date of the course completion and the number of records that will be added. The
table below provides more information about each field:
Table 18.11.3.1: Course Completion Data Fields
Field
ETOC Course Code

ETF Course Code ID

Iteration ID

03/09/2018

Description
Allows the user to search for active courses by typing in the first 3 or more characters
of the course code. For school managers, only courses belonging to their training
institution will be shown. Based on the selection of ETOC Course Code the ETF
Course Code – ID field is automatically populated.
Allows the user to search for ETF Course Code – ID combinations for active courses
by typing into the field and choosing the right combination using the auto-complete.
Based on the selection of ETF Course Code – ID, the ETOC Course Code field is
automatically updated.
Displays the active iterations for the ETOC Course Code that was selected. Based on
the selection of Iteration ID, system automatically populates the ETF Iteration ID –
Code field.
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ETF Iteration ID Code
Date of Completion
No. of Records (Max:
70)

Displays the ETF Iteration ID – Code combinations for active course iterations
belonging to selected course. Based on the selection of ETF Iteration ID - Code,
system automatically populates Iteration ID field.
The date that is to be used for the Course Completion. Unless changed this field will
be defaulted to the current date.
The number of course completions the user would like to add. This corresponds to
the number of rows that will appear to capture course completions once user clicks
Submit or Append/Update button

Figure 18.11.3.1: Course Completion Data Selection

18.12.4 User Data Fields for capturing course completions
The user data fields appear after the user has entered all of the course details for capturing course completions.
The fields allow the user to enter user information that will be used for capturing the course completion. If data
is entered for the e-ITEP Person ID field (minimum 3 characters must be entered) , and a match is found, then
all of the user-related fields (i.e. all fields except ‘Score’ and ‘Grade’) will be filled in automatically.
Table 18.11.4: User Data Fields
Field
e-ITEP Person ID

First Name
Last Name
Gender
Organisation
03/09/2018

Description
Allows the user to search for existing users by typing in minimum 3 characters in the
user’s login id. If a matching user is found and selected, then the rest of the user data
(i.e. all remaining fields except Score and Grade) is filled in with the user’s
information automatically
The First Name of the user
The Last Name of the user
The Gender of the user
The Organisation of the user
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Rank
Date Of Birth
Nationality
Score
Grade

The Rank of the user
The date of birth of the user
The Nationality of the user
The score to be used for the course completion. This field is limited to integers
between 1 and 100.
The grade to be given for the course completion. Options are: Pass, Incomplete, and
Attended.

Figure 18.11.4.1: User Data fields: e-ITEP Person ID - Organisation

Figure 18.11.4.2: User Data fields: Rank - Grade

18.12.5 Entering Course Completions
1. User logs into e-ITEP as either as administrators or as ETOC Institutions Manager
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Course Completions Admin
3. On the Course Completion page, user enters data into all fields in the Course Completion Data section
(18.12.3) and clicks the ‘Submit’ button
4. The system dispalys course completion data rows equal to the number entered in the ‘No. Of Records’
fields. In the rows, there are three ways to enter a course completion for a user:
Using the e-ITEP Person ID Field:
The user enters 3 or more characters contained in the user’s login id, and selects the user from the
autocompete list displayed by the system matching the search criteria. Once this user is selected, the
system will fill in the remaining user fields automatically except score and grade:
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Figure 18.11.5.1: Selecting a User from the e-ITEP Person ID field

Figure 18.11.5.2: Auto-populated Fields after User Selection

Entering User Data Directly:
The user enters the First Name, Last Name, Gender, Organisation, Rank, Date Of Birth, Nationality,
Score and Grade for a user in the system. If the system can find a user match based on the exact match
of First Name, Last Name, Date Of Birth, Nationality and Gender then a record for a course
completion will be created or updated for the respective user.
Adding a New User and A Course Completion:
The user enters the First Name, Last Name, Gender, Organisation, Rank, Date Of Birth, Nationality,
Score and Grade for a user in the system. If the user data is unique based on First Name, Last Name,
Date Of Birth, Nationality and Gender (and therefore cannot be matched to an existing user), then a
new user is created, and a record for a course completion will be created and associated with the new
user.
5. Optionally, the user enters a score for the course completion. The score must be a whole number
between 1 and 100.
6. The user selects a grade from the drop down menu.
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7. Once all the required fields for all rows have been entered, the user clicks the ‘Add Course Completion’
button. The system will display a message about the course completions that have been added or
updated, users which have been created, or any form errors that the system has encountered.
18.12.6 Adding and Removing Rows (No. Of Records field)
Rows are always added to and removed from the end of the list of user data rows. Rows can be added by
entering a larger number in the ‘No. Of Records’ field and clicking ‘Append/Update Search’. The data in the
existing rows is maintained, and new, empty rows are added to the table list.
Rows can be removed from the list by entering a smaller number in the ‘No. Of Records’ field, and clicking
‘Append/Update Search’. Rows will be removed from the end of the list. Note: Rows are removed regardless
of whether or not they contain data. The data in the remaining rows is maintained.
18.12.7 Adding course completion for eLearning course
When user selects an eLearning course using the ETOC Course Code then the system automatically greys out
the Iteration ID, ETF Iteration ID – Code as these fields are irrelevant for the eLearning course.
18.12.8 Track Emails
Track Emails feature gives ability to users with e-ITEP Administrator and ETOC Institutions Manager roles to
track emails which are sent out of the e-ITEP system to its users. This feature is accessible through the Admin
Tool, which is accessible from the navigation menu. The feature gives ability to search Emails by Date search
filter, Subject and To fields of emails.
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in the system.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Track Emails.

3. User enters the search criteria and clicks Submit.
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Below is an example view of a search performed on the Track Emails feature, with results set.

18.13 Certificate Signatures
Certificate Signatures feature gives ability to the users with e-ITEP Administrator role to manage Certificate
Signatures. This feature is accessible through Admin Tools, which is accessible from the navigation menu.
18.13.1 Add New Certificate Signature
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in the system.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Certificate Signatures.
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3. User enters the data in the Signature and Title field for the new Certificate Signature and clicks the Add
link.

4. The system displays the updated data and the confirmation message to the user as shown in the
screenshot below.

18.13.2 Edit/Inactivate existing Certificate Signatures
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in the system.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Certificate Signatures.
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3. User selects the desired Certificate Signature from the list and clicks the Edit link.

Editing Certificate Signature details
4. User makes the desired changes and clicks on Update link.

5. User can click the Cancel link to cancel the changes made to the Certificate Signature details.

Inactivating Certificate Signature
6. User clicks the Delete link.
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18.14 Quick Link Admin

This feature allows users with administrator role to edit the Quick Links on the home page which lead to
external sites. User clicks on the edit pen symbol displayed besides each of the quick links to edit the same. The
screen Edit Item Information open and contains the same details as in the Resource tool.

19 Bidding
Bidding feature allows each HQ and Nation to enter their bids for courses for seats required by them.
Users with Roles NATO HQ Training Manager and National Training Manager have the ability to enter their
bids for courses and Users with Roles e-ITEP Administrator, e-ITEP Institution Training Manager have abilities
to view, manage submitted bids and assign seats to NATO HQ’s and Nations. User with role e-ITEP
Administrator is also allowed to administer and change various functions for Bidding for Courses process.
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19.1 Bidding for Courses
This feature allows NATO HQ Training Manager and National Training Manager to enter their bids for courses
and users with roles e-ITEP Administrator, e-ITEP Institution Training Manager to view, manage submitted
bids and assign seats to NATO HQ’s and Nations.
Below is the Process Flow Diagram of the Bidding for Courses feature:

19.1.1 Add/Edit bids for space on courses
19.1.2 National Training Manager
1. User with Roles National Training Manager visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Bidding.

3. The Bidding for Courses page loads.
Note:
o User only sees the CE posts.
o Nation selection list displays 4 options: Free, NFS, All, Nation (of the User).
o Default option in the Nation selection is the Nation (of the User).
Below is an example view of the page.
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4. User enters the search criteria to get a list of courses for entering the bids and clicks the Append/Update
Search button. Below is an example view of the search performed on the Bidding for Courses feature,
with result set.
Note:
 If a year is selected in the past, the seat bidding columns ‘PE/CE Post Seat Bids’ and ‘Non
PE/CE Post Seat Bids’ are read only and cannot be modified. Bidding for courses is only
possible for future years.
 The values displayed under Mandatory or Desired Number of Seats Required by Posts columns
will not include the demand of courses for PE Posts with a Posting Start date of “NOT
FILLED”.
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5. User clicks on View Iterations link under the Seat Bid column to view iterations of the selected course.

6. User enters the bids (numbers) in PE/CE Post Seat Bids, Non PE/CE Post Seat Bids fields for the
desired scheduled iteration.
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7. User enters the comment in the Comment field and clicks Submit.

8. A confirmation message is shown to the user as shown in the screenshot below.
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9. User clicks on back link to go back to search result and repeat steps 4-7 for adding/editing bids for more
courses.
19.1.3 NATO HQ Training Manager
1. User with Roles NATO HQ Training Manager visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Bidding.

3. The Bidding for Courses page loads.
Note:
o User only sees the PE posts of the users HQ.
o Nation selection list displays 4 options: Free, NFS, All
o Default option in the Nation selection is All.
Below is an example view of the page.
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4. User enters the search criteria to get a list of courses for entering the bids and clicks the Append/Update
Search button. Below is an example view of the search performed on the Bidding for Courses feature,
with result set.
Note:
 If a year is selected in the past, the seat bidding columns ‘PE/CE Post Seat Bids’ and ‘Non
PE/CE Post Seat Bids’ are read only and cannot be modified. Bidding for courses is only
possible for future years.
 The values displayed under Mandatory or Desired Number of Seats Required by Posts columns
will not include the demand of courses for PE Posts with a Posting Start date of “NOT
FILLED”.
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5. User clicks on View Iterations link under the Seat Bid column to view iterations of the selected course.

6. User enters the bids (numbers) in PE/CE Post Seat Bids, Non PE/CE Post Seat Bids fields for the
desired scheduled iteration.
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7. User enters the comment in the Comment field and clicks Submit.

8. A confirmation message is shown to the user as shown in the screenshot below.
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9. User clicks on back link to go back to search result and repeat steps 4-7 for adding/editing bids for more
courses.

19.2 Downloading Bidding for Courses data into an Excel file
1. User with Roles e-ITEP Administrator, e-ITEP Institution Training Manager NATO HQ Training
Manager and National Training Manager, visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Bidding.

3. Bidding for Courses page loads. Below is an example view of the page.
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4. User enters the search criteria to get a list of courses for entering the bids and clicks the Append/Update
Search button. Below is an example view of the search performed on the Bidding for Courses feature,
with result set.
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5. User clicks the Export to Excel button to export the bidding for courses data for the selected
Headquarter, Nation, Year and courses into an excel file.

6. A pop-up window appears displaying options to Save/Open the Bidding.xls file.
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7. User saves the Bidding.xls file at the desired location on the computer.

19.3 Assigning Seats to Allocating HQ’s and Nations
User with e-ITEP Administrator, e-ITEP Institutions Training Manger Roles have the ability to assign seats to
Allocating HQ’s and Nations
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in the system.
2. User navigates to Bidding > Bidding for Courses.
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3. Bidding for Courses page loads, user selects the desired headquarter, Nation, Year, Filter by School
fields and clicks the Append/Update Search button. Below is an example view of the search performed
on Bidding for Courses feature with result set.

4. User selects the desired course from the list and clicks on blue Arrow under Seat Bid column for the
selected course.
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5. Bidding for Courses page loads, user selects the desired course iteration to assign seats for and clicks on
Assign Seats link under Action column for the selected course iteration.

6. Session Seat Details Page loads which allows the user to assign seats of the course iteration to
Allocating HQ’s, Nations, available to anyone or to reserve the seats.

7. The page will also display the total number of Seats Bids that have been entered by the Allocating HQ’s
and Nations for the course iteration currently being viewed.
8. When all of the seats for the iteration have been assigned to required status, user clicks the Submit
button at the bottom of the page to save the seat assignments.
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User can also Assign Seats to Allocating HQ’s and Nation in the following way:
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in the system.
2. User navigates to Schedule > Search Course Iterations.

3. User enters the search criteria and clicks Submit.

4. User selects the desired course iteration from the list and clicks on Edit link displayed under Action
column.

5. User clicks the Assign Seats to Allocating HQ’s button in the blue action bar in the middle of the page.
Below is an example of the link to click to Assign Seats to Allocating HQ’s.
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6. After clicking on the Assign Seats to Allocating HQ’s link, the following page will be displayed to
assign the seats of the selected course iteration to Allocating HQ’s, Nations, available to anyone or to
reserve the seats.

7. The page will also display the total number of Seats Bids that have been entered by the Allocating HQs
and Nations for the iteration currently being viewed.
8. When all of the seats for the iteration have been assigned to required status, user clicks the Submit
button at the bottom of the page to save the seat assignments.

19.3.1 View Comments entered by each Allocating HQs and Nations
1. User clicks on the View Comments like for the desired Allocating HQ/Nation on Session Details page.
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2. Bidding Comments page loads displaying list of comments entered by users belonging to the selected
Allocating HQ/Nation.
3. User clicks on the Back link.

4. User is directed back to the Session Details page.

19.4 Administration functions for Bidding for Courses
Users with e-ITEP Administrator Role have ability to administer and change various functions for Bidding for
Courses process.
5. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
6. User navigates to Bidding > Bidding Administration.

7. Bidding Administration page loads. Below is an example view of the page.
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8. User has the ability to edit the following fields:
 Bid Opening Date
 Bid Opening days before to send email (to specify how many days before ‘Bid Opening Date’ the
‘Seat bidding opens..’ email is sent from the e-ITEP system)
 Bid Closing Date
 Bid closing days before to send email (to specify how many days before ‘Bid Closing Date’ the
‘Seat bidding closes..’ email is sent from the e-ITEP system)
 Bidding is available for (list of institutions is displayed to select the institution for Bidding for
Courses process, check the checkbox to select an Institution)
User makes the necessary changes and clicks Submit.
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9. Page reloads displaying the confirmation message ‘The record was successfully updated’.

20 MPD
20.1 View Partnership Goals
The Partnership Goal feature provides a centralised list of mandatory and desired courses for a selected
partnership goal for the Organisation structure selected in the user profile by the Point of Contact. Users with
Roles User, Point of Contact and E-ITEP Administrator have the ability to view Partnership Goals for their
Nations.
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Partnership Goals > Partnership Goals.

3. Partnership Goal page loads displaying the user’s profiled Organisation structure and Year defaulted to
Current Year, user clicks Submit.

4. Page reloads displaying Partnership Goals for the user’s profiled Organisation structure. Below is an
example view of the search performed on the Partnership Goals feature with result sets.
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5. Users click on course code displayed under mandatory training or desired training columns.
6. View course page loads displaying Course details of the selected course. Below is an example view of
the screens.
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20.2 Application
The Application menu item consists of the following application features which enable users to search for and
apply in or reserve a seat in course iteration:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Apply Yourself in a Course Iteration
Apply a User in a Course Iteration
View/Approve Pending Applications
View Your Schedule (refer section 14.11)
View Users Schedules (refer section 14.12)
Apply Yourself in a Course Iteration from the Training Calendar (Refer section 14.1)
Apply a User in a Course Iteration from the Training Calendar (Refer section 14.2)

As well as it is described on section 14 Application, the e-IETP system allows two application methods namely
Internal Application Method and External Application Method. This is necessary because some Training
Institutions have their own software applications that they use to manage applications into course iterations.
The internal application method allows e-ITEP to handle the entirety of the application process. The external
application method supports the application process until the Training Institution Approval is required.
Below is the brief explanation about the Internal Application Process feature:
1. User requests to attend a training/course iteration by means of the Joining Form, which gives the ability
to the user to fill, save and submit the form and start the application process.
2. Upon initial request by the user to attend the training, user’s application is sent to the concerned Point
of Contact.
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3. User Point of Contact has the ability to Approve or Reject user’s application to attend a training/course
iteration. Both the approval and the rejection are executed through the Joining Form.
a. Upon rejection of user’s application by the Point of Contact ,the user is informed about the
rejection of the application via email.
b. Whereas upon approval of user’s application by the Point of Contact, if the user belongs to one
of the MPD Countries then the application process follows the point 4 and 5 otherwise the
application process follows the point 5 where the user’s application is sent to the ETOC
Institutions Training Manager (School Admin) of the concerned Training Institution.
4. User’s application is sent to the E-ITEP Administrator who has the ability to Approve or Reject user’s
application.
a. Upon rejection of user’s application by E-ITEP Administrator, the concerned User Point of
Contact and user is informed about the rejection of the application via email.
b. Upon approval of user’s application by E-ITEP Administrator the user’s application is sent to
the ETOC Institutions Training Manager (School Admin) of the concerned Training Institution.
5. This is the final step in the application process where the ETOC Institutions Training Manager (School
Admin) of the concerned Training Institution has the ability to Approve or Reject user’s application to
attend a training/course iteration.
a. Upon rejection of user’s application by ETOC Institutions Training Manager (School Admin),
the concerned E-ITEP Administrator (applicable only for users belonging to the MPD
Countries), Point of Contact and user is informed about the rejection of the application via
email.
b. Upon approval of user’s application by ETOC Institutions Training Manager (School Admin),
the concerned E-ITEP Administrator (applicable only for users belonging to the MPD
Countries), Point of Contact and user is informed about the final approval of the application via
email.
c. In case when there are no seats available on the course iteration, then the user is added to the
waitlist of the course for the respective training institution.
6. If the application method is external, the Training Institution Manager should not approve the
application by using the e-ITEP system.
The Joining Form allows the user to Save/Submit the application. Hence, when the user saves the application, it
becomes Pending status and the user can complete it later on. Upon submission of Joining Form by the user, the
application of the user is sent to the concerned Point of Contact
The e-ITEP offers two application methods namely Internal Application Method and External Application
Method. The internal application method allows e-ITEP to handle the entirety of the application process (Steps
1 to 5). The external application method supports the application process until the Training Institution Approval
is required (Steps 1 to 4).
In addition to the Internal and External Application Methods, the e-ITEP System allows a POC role (or higher)
to apply a user in a course iteration. In that moment, the application becomes Pending until the user completes
the application by means of the submission of the completed Joining Form.
Below are the Process Flow Diagrams of both Internal and External Application Process features.
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Internal: User Initiated Application Process
Internal : User Initiated Application Process
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Internal: POC (and higher) Initiated Application Process
Internal : POC (and higher ) Initiated Application Process
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External: User Initiated Application Process
External : User Initiated Application Process
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External: POC (or Higher) Initiated Application Process
External : POC (or higher ) Initiated Application Process
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20.2.1 Apply Yourself in a Course Iteration
All users have the ability to apply in course iteration
1. User visits e-ITEP system and logs in.
2. User navigates to Application > Apply Yourself in a Course.
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3. User selects the course from the course drop down menu and clicks Submit.

4. User selects the course iteration from the list of iterations and clicks on Apply.
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5. The system loads the Joining Form and gives the ability to the user to fill, save, submit the Joining
Form and start their application process. Below is an example view of the screen.

6. User enters data for all the required fields in the Joining Form and clicks the Save button to save the
status of this Joining Form without submitting it for approval.
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Note: After user saves the Joining Form for later editions and submission, they can access the Joining Form by
navigating to Application > View Your Schedule and searching for the course iteration.
7. System reloads the Joining Form and displays a confirmation message to the user.
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8. After the completion of the Joining Form, user submits it for approval by clicking the Submit button.

9. Once the Joining Form is submitted by the user, the system reloads the Joining Form and displays a
confirmation message to the user.
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20.2.2 Apply a User in a Course Iteration
Users with Roles E-ITEP Administrator and Point of Contact have the ability to apply user in course iteration.
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Application > Apply a User in a Course Iteration.

3. User enters the search criteria for the user and clicks Submit. Below is an example view of the search
performed for users with result set.

4. User selects a user and clicks on Select.
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5. User selects the course from the Course drop down menu and clicks Submit.

6. User selects the course iteration from the list of iterations and clicks on Apply.
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7. The system loads the confirmation page and an email is sent to the user to fill in the Joining Form.
Below is an example view of the Confirmation page.

8. User receives an email notifying them about the application and instructing them to navigate to
Application > View Your Schedule or Pending Joining Forms link in the Application Stats section on
the Welcome Page.

20.2.3 View/Approve/Cancel Pending Application
Users with Point of Contact, E-ITEP Administrator Roles have the ability to view/approve/cancel pending
applications.
20.2.3.1 View / Approve / Cancel Pending Application
20.2.3.1.1 Point of Contact
Approval by Point of Contact is the first step in the Application Approval Process.
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Application > View/Approve Pending Applications.
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3. View/Approve Applications page loads displaying user search filter. User enters search criteria and
clicks Submit.

4. User selects a user from the result list and clicks on View link under Action column.

5. Page reloads displaying pending application details. Below is an example view of the page.
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Note: Previous Iteration(s) attended pane will also be displayed in the screen above only if the user has
attended previous iterations of the course.
6. User clicks on View Joining Form link.
7. The system loads the Joining Form and gives the ability to the user to save/approve / reject the
application. Below is an example of the screen.

20.2.3.1.2 Reject Pending Application
1. User selects the View Joining Form link for a course and clicks the Reject button to cancel the pending
application for that course.

2. System loads the Cancel Application page and a confirmation message is displayed ‘Do you wish to
cancel this course registration?’ User selects a Cancel Reason and / or fills in the ‘Comments’ field.
3. User clicks on ‘Yes’ to cancel the course registration or clicks on ‘No’ to undo the cancelation of the
course application. Below is an example view of the screen.
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4. Upon clicking ‘Yes’ for the cancelation of the course application, a confirmation message is displayed
on the screen and also an email is sent to the user (cc: all the Point of Contacts within user organization
structure) notifying them about rejection of the pending application.

20.2.3.1.3 Approve Pending Application
1. User selects the course via View Joining Form link and clicks the Approve button to approve the
pending application for that course.
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3. Page reloads displaying the conformation message as shown below.
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20.2.3.2 E-ITEP Administrator
Approval by E-ITEP Administrator is the second step in the Application Approval Process.
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Application > View/Approve Pending Applications.

3. View/Approve Applications page loads displaying default search filter. User enters search criteria and
clicks Submit.
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4. User selects a user from the result list and clicks on View link under Action column.

5. Page reloads displaying pending application details. Below is an example view of the page.
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Note: Previous Iteration(s) attended pane will also be displayed in the screen above only if the user has
attended previous iterations of the course.
6. User clicks on View Joining Form link.
7. The system loads the Joining Form and gives the ability to the user to save/approve / reject the
application. Below is an example of the screen.

20.2.3.2.1 Reject Pending Application
1. User clicks the Reject button to cancel the pending application for that course.
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2. Upon clicking ‘Yes’ for the cancelation of the course application a confirmation message is displayed
on the screen and also an email is sent to User (cc: all the Point of Contacts and MPD Admins within
user organization structure) notifying them about rejection of the pending application.

20.2.3.2.2 Approve Pending Application
1. User selects the course via View Joining Form link and clicks the Approve button to approve the
pending application for that course.
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2. Page reloads displaying the conformation message as shown below.
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After the approval by E-ITEP Administrator, the application is sent to the ETOC Institutions Training Manager
for final approval of the application.

20.3 Reports
Reports feature, accessible from the navigation menu provides a list of available online reports including MPD
specific reports displayed under MPD Reports header. Users with E-ITEP Administrator and Point of Contact
Roles have access to this feature and can query to return a result set.

The Reports are scoped so that the list of reports that a user sees depends upon the user’s role in the e-ITEP
system. Below is an example view of a portion of the online Reports available in the system.
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20.4 Administrator Tools
The Administrator Tools consist of the following ADMIN features. This feature is accessible from the
navigation menu and is only available to users with the MPD Administrator role.
1. Partnership Goals
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2. Organisations
3. Training Institutions
20.4.1 Partnership Goals
Partnership Goal administration feature allows users with E-ITEP Administratorin role to add/edit/inactivate
partnership goals at different levels of Organisation structure. Below is the process flow diagram of the
Partnership Goals feature.

20.4.1.1 Add New Partnership Goal (Manually)
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Partnership Goals > Add Partnership Goals.

3. User selects the desired Year for adding Partnership Goals from the drop down menu and enters Goal
Number, Goal Name and Goal Year (numeric only in YYYY format) and clicks on Add link.
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4. Upon click, the new partnership goal is updated in the Organisation structure and a confirmation
message is displayed on the screen.
20.4.1.2 Edit/Inactivate Existing Partnership Goal (Manually)
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Partnership Goals > Add Partnership Goals.

3. User selects the desired Year for editing Partnership Goal from the drop down menu and selects the
desired Partnership Goal from the list displayed for the selected year.
4. User clicks on edit link for the selected Partnership Goal.
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5. User makes the necessary changes to the partnership Goal and clicks on Update link to save the
changes.

6. User clicks on Cancel link to cancel the changes made to the partnership goal details.

7. User clicks on Inactivate link to inactivate the selected partnership goal.
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Administrator can also Add/Update Partnership Goals automatically by exporting the NATO MPD
Organisation Structure .CSV file and importing it after adding/editing desirable partnership goal. (Refer
Section 21.4.2.3).
20.4.1.3 Edit Goal Courses
User selects the Partnership Goal and clicks on Edit Goal Courses link as shown in the example view of the
screen below.

Training Plan Admin page loads for the selected Partnership Goal where the user has the ability to add/edit
mandatory/desired courses for partnership goals, associate mandatory/desired attributes to courses for each
Nation for respective partnership goal. Refer to section 21.4.1.5 of the User Guide for detailed process
description.
20.4.1.4 Edit Goal Nations
User selects the Partnership Goal and clicks on Edit Goal Nations link as shown in the example view of the
screen below.
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Partnership Goals Nation Requirements page loads where the user has the ability to activate/edit partnership
goals for each Nation. Refer to section 21.4.1.6 of the User Guide for detailed process description.
20.4.1.5 Managing Courses for Partnership Goals
Training Plan Admin feature gives ability to the users with E-ITEP Administrator Role to manage Mandatory/
Desirable courses for a Partnership Goal and associate mandatory/desired attributes to courses for each Nation.
This feature is accessible through Partnership Goals, which is accessible from the navigation menu. To add a
partnership goal, reference Partnership Goal section under Administrator Tools section (21.4). Below is the
process flow diagram of the Training Plan Admin feature.

This feature allows users with E-ITEP Administrator Role to perform following functions:
20.4.1.5.1 Adding Courses to Partnership Goal
1. User with Role E-ITEP Administratorin visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Partnership Goals > Modify Partnership Goals.

3. User navigates through the 6 Level Organisation structure by selecting the desired organisation from the
drop down menu to locate the desired organisation structure. (Note: The page will automatically refresh
once the Organisation is selected.)
4. User selects the desired Year and Partnership Goal from the drop down menu at the respective
organisation level. (Note: The page will automatically refresh once the partnership goal is selected.)
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5. User clicks the Add Course button to add a Mandatory or Desired course.

6. User begins typing Course code and clicks the Search button or enters ‘%’ and clicks the Search button
to get list of all available courses in ETOC.
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7. User selects the desired course from the list of all available courses, adds the Order and clicks on Add
course link.

8. The course will then be added to the respective Partnership Goal.
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20.4.1.5.2 Partnership Goal Course Priority Requirements by Nation
MPD Course Requirements Tool allows E-ITEP Administrator to associate mandatory and desired attributes to
courses associated with selected Partnership Goal for each Nation.
1. User clicks on the Course code associated with the selected Partnership Goal on Partnership Goal
Administration page as shown in the screen shot below.

2. Course Requirements Tool page loads displaying list of Nations.
 User selects a particular Nation and clicks the mandatory radio button to associate the selected
course as mandatory for the respective Nation.
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User clicks the desired radio button to associate the selected course as desired for the respective
Nation.



Not Available is the system’s default value, if the user does not want the course to be associated
with a particular Nation then user leaves the radio button as Not Available as highlighted in the
screenshot below.
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3.

User clicks on Update link at the bottom of the page after making desired changes in the Course
Requirements Tool.

User repeats the step above for other Nations in the list and other courses associated with Partnership
Goals.

20.4.1.5.3 Edit/Update Courses for Partnership Goal
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Partnership Goals > Modify Partnership Goals.

3. User navigates through the 6 Level Organisation structure by selecting the desired organisation from the
drop down menu to locate the desired organisation structure. (Note: The page will automatically refresh
once the Organisation is selected.)
4. User selects the desired Year and Partnership Goal from the drop down menu at the respective
organisation level. (Note: The page will automatically refresh once the partnership goal is selected.)
5. User makes the desired changes like adding a new course, changing the Order of the course.
Below is an example view of the screen showing changing the order of the course and clicking on
update.
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6. User also has the ability to Add/Edit/Remove a note, test for the course.
20.4.1.5.4 Remove Courses from Partnership Goal
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Partnership Goals > Modify Partnership Goals.

3. User navigates through the 6 Level Organisation structure by selecting the desired organisation from the
drop down menu to locate the desired organisation structure. (Note: The page will automatically refresh
once the Organisation is selected.)
4. User selects the desired Year and Partnership Goal from the drop down menu at the respective
organisation level. (Note: The page will automatically refresh once the partnership goal is selected.)
5. User clicks on Remove link associated with the selected course to remove the courses for the respective
partnership goal.
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Administrators can also Manage Mandatory, Desired courses for a partnership goal automatically by
exporting the MPD Organisation Structure .CSV file and importing it after adding/editing courses for
desirable partnership goal. (Refer Section 19.4.2.3).
20.4.1.6 Partnership Goals Nation Requirements by Nation
Partnership Goals Nation Requirements Tool allows user with E-ITEP Administrator Role to activate/edit
partnership goals for each Nation.
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Partnership Goals > Nation Requirement s Tool.

3. Partnership Goal Nation Requirements page loads, user selects the desired Partnership Goal or selects
All, Year from the drop down menu and clicks Submit.

4. Partnership Goals are displayed in a list. Each Nation has an entry for each partnership Goal.
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20.4.1.6.1 Activating Partnership Goals for the Nations
 User selects the desired Nation and clicks on No link under Active column if the Partnership
Goal is inactive for the Nation.



Upon click the system activates the selected Partnership Goal for the selected Nation and
defaults the Training requirement to 2 and Priority to 1

20.4.1.6.2 Editing Partnership Goals for the Nations
 User selects the desired Partnership Goal to edit for a selective Year and Nation and makes
necessary changes to Training requirement and Priority fields.
Note: The system automatically saves the changes made to the fields without having the user to
perform any further action.
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20.4.1.6.3 Inactivating Partnership Goals for the Nations
 User selects the desired Nation and click on Yes link under Active column if the Partnership
Goal is active for the Nation.



Upon click the system inactivates the selected Partnership Goal for the respective Nation.

20.4.2 Organisations
This feature allows Users with E-ITEP Administrator Role to perform the following functions:
1. Manual creation/inactivation of a new MPD Org structure.
2. Manual amendment of an existing MPD Org structure, Partnership Goal and Partnership Goal courses.
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3. Automatic amendment/ inactivation of an existing MPD Org structure and Partnership Goal,
Partnership Goal courses, exporting MPD Org structure, making the amendments and importing the
amended MPD Org structure.
This feature is accessible from the Admin Tools in the navigation menu.

20.4.2.1 Manual creation/inactivation of MPD Organisation Structure
Below is the Process Flow diagram of Manual creation/ inactivation of MPD Organisation structure.
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20.4.2.1.1 Manual Creation of a new MPD Org structure
1. User visits e-ITEP, logs in and navigates to Admin Tools > Organisations > Organisation Hierarchy
Tool.
2. User navigates through the 6 Level Organisation structure by selecting the desired organisation from the
drop down menu to locate the placement for the new Organisation level. (Note: The page will
automatically refresh once the Organisation is selected.
3. User clicks on Add Org Level.

4.

User enters the Org level name and clicks Submit.

5. The new desired Org level has now been created and updated in the NATO Organisation structure.
6. User clicks on Return To Org Hierarchy.
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7. User repeat steps 1 to 6 for adding any level of Organisation structure.
20.4.2.1.2 Inactivation of MPD Org structure
1. User visits e-ITEP, logs in and navigates to Admin Tools > Organisations > Organisation Hierarchy
Tool.
2. User navigates through the 6 Level Organisation structure by selecting the desired organisation from the
drop down menu to locate the existing Organisation level to inactivate. (Note: The page will
automatically refresh once the Organisation is selected.
3. User clicks on Inactivate Org level.

4.

User clicks on Yes to confirm the inactivation of selected Organisation level.
Note: Please read and confirm the summary of the changes being made to each Organisation level
upon inactivation of selection Organisation level.
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5. The selected organisation level has now been inactivated from the MPD Organisation structure.
6. User reloads the page by selecting a different Organisation at higher or same Organisation level.

20.4.2.2 Manual amendment of an existing MPD Org structure, Partnership Goal and Partnership Goal
courses
If user wants to Amend/Update an existing Organisation structure
For instance:
a. User wants to add a new Org level 3 under existing Org level 1 and Org level 2.
b. User wants to add a new partnership goal under MPD
c. User wants to add a new course under existing Partnership Goal Name (Testing-G) under Org level 3
(MPD) for the Year 2012.
20.4.2.2.1 User wants to add a new Org level 3 under existing Org level 1 and Org level 2
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in the system.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Organisations > Organisation Hierarchy Tool.
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3. User clicks on Add Org level 3.

4. User enters the new Org level 3 name and clicks on Submit.

5. System displays a confirmation message to the user. Below is an example view of the screen.
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20.4.2.2.2 User wants to add a new partnership goal under MPD
1. User navigates to Admin Tools > Add Partnership Goals.
2. User selects the Year from the drop down menu.

3. Post Admin Tool MPD page reloads and displays the Organisation structure, selected Year and Add
Partnership Goal capability. User completes the New Partnership Goal data fields and clicks on Add
link.

4. Page reloads displaying the new Partnership Goal and a confirmation message. Below is an example
view of the screen.
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20.4.2.2.3 User wants to add a new Desired course under existing Partnership Goal Name (Testing-G) under
Org level 3 (MPD) for the Year 2012.
1. User navigates to Admin Tools > Partnership Goals > Modify Partnership Goals.
2. User selects the Org level 1(NATO), Org level 2 (NATO AND PARTNER NATIONS), Org Level
3(MPD) and Partnership Goal (Testing-G).

3. Partnership Goal Administration page loads, user clicks on Add Course (for Desired Courses).
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4. User enters % in the search field and clicks on Search to get a list of all active ETOC Courses or begin
typing the Course code and clicks Search.

5. User selects the desired course from the list of ETOC Courses, enters the Order for the selected course
and clicks on Add Course link.
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6. The selected course has been successfully added under Desired Course for the Partnership Goal
(Testing-G).
20.4.2.3 Automatic amendment/ inactivation of an existing MPD Org structure and training plans,
exporting MPD Organisation structure, making the amendments and importing the amended MPD
Organisation structure
Below is the Process Flow Diagram of Automatic amendment/inactivation of an existing NATO MPD
Organisational structure and training.
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User wants to Amend/Update an existing Organisation structure automatically
Note: User can only add Org Structure, Partnership Goals, Mandatory Course and Desired Courses via this
automatic process of amending MPD Organisation structure. Partnership Goal Nation requirements and
Nation Course requirements, priority needs to be defined via Admin Tool in e-ITEP system.
For instance:
a. User wants to add a new Org level 3 under existing Org level 1 and Org level 2.
b. User wants to add a new Partnership Goal under the Org level 3 (MPD) for the Year 2012
c. User wants to add a new mandatory course under existing Partnership Goal Name (New-Test) under
Org level 3 (MPD) for the Year 2012.
Exporting the MPD Organisation Structure (.CSV) file
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in the system.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Organisations > Export Organisations/Post/Goal structure.

3. A pop-up window appears displaying options to Save/Open the NATO Organisation Post/Goal .CSV
file.

4. User saves the .CSV file at the desired location on the computer.
5. User makes a back up copy of the Current NATO Organisation/Post/Goal structure (.CSV file).
6. User opens the .CSV file from the saved location.
Amending the existing MPD Org Structure and training plans
20.4.2.3.1 User wants to add a new Org level 3 under existing Org level 1 and Org level 2.
1. The (.CSV) file only displays MPD Organisation Structure.
2. User right clicks at the left hand corner of the first row of data and clicks on Insert from the drop down
menu.
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3. User now enters the Organisation structure data in the new row inserted in previous step.
o Org level 1: NATO, Org level 2: NATO AND PARTNER NATION, Org level 3: User enters the name
of the new Org level (NATO-3) and clicks on Save.

20.4.2.3.2 User wants to add a new partnership goal under the Org level 3 (MPD) for the Year 2012
1. User locates the row of the Organisation structure to add the new partnership goal under Org Level
3(MPD). User clicks on the Partnership Goal Number cell and enters the value (G50123).
2. User clicks on the Partnership Goal Name cell and enters the value: (New-G).
3. User clicks on the Goal Year cell and enters the value 2012 and clicks on Save to save the changes
made to the .CSV file.

20.4.2.3.3 User wants to add a new mandatory course under existing Partnership Goal Name (New-Test)
under Org level 3 (MPD) for the Year 2012
1. User locates the row of Organisation structure consisting of Org level 3(MPD) with Partnership Goal
Name (New-Test).
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2. User clicks on Mandatory Courses cell of the same row and enters the mandatory course codes (CII-CS2402 OR ACP-SD-4031) and clicks Save.

Importing the amended MPD Organisation Structure (.CSV) file
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in the system.
2. User navigates to Admin Tools > Organisations > Import Organisation/Post/Goal structure.

3. User clicks on Browse and navigates to the location of desired .CSV file.
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4.

User selects the desired .CSV file and clicks on open.

5. User clicks on Analyse file to start file validation.

6. If the file analysis returns error, user makes necessary changes and saves .CSV file and repeats from
Step 1 onwards.
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7. If the file analysis returns no error, then the system displays the analysed summary of the .CSV file.
User clicks on Upload File to initiate the uploading of selected .CSV file

8. NATO Organisation Post/Goal .CSV file has been successfully uploaded.
9. Upon completion of file uploading process an email is sent to the Admin who imported the CSV file
notifying the file import status with log file as an attachment. User clicks Return to go back to
Organisation > Import Organisation/Post structure.

Important Note: Mandatory/Desired Courses are linked automatically to ETOC after importing the MPD
Organisation Structure (.CSV) file
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1. User navigates to Partnership Goals > Partnership Goals
2. User selects the desired Organisation Structure (Org level 1: NATO, Org level 2: NATO AND
PARTNER NATION, Org level 3: MPD), Year 2012 and clicks Submit.

3. Partnership Goal page reloads displaying list of partnership goals under the selected Organisation
structure.

4. User clicks on the Mandatory Course code (CII-CS-2402) OR course code (ACP-SD-4031), which has
been added by the user automatically in above section for the Partnership Goal Name (New-Test).
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5. ETOC page loads displaying details of the selected course. Below is a portion of the Course details
page.

20.4.3 Training Institutions
Training Facilities include all training Institutions offering courses in ETOC. This feature is available to users
with E-ITEP Administrator Role and gives them the ability to manage Training Institutions. It is accessible
through Admin Tools, which is accessible from the navigation menu.
20.4.3.1 View and Edit existing Training Institutions
1. User navigates to Admin Tools > Training Institutions > Training Institution Search.
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2. User enters the search criteria and clicks Submit. This example will find The NATO Training Centre.

The system returns results based on the search criteria. To view a Training Institution, user clicks the View link.

20.4.4 Room Search
Below is the view of the room search page.
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21 MPD Bidding
Below is the Process Flow Diagram of the Bidding for Courses feature:

21.1 Point of Contact
Bidding for Courses feature allows users with Point of Contact Role to enter their bids for courses for seats
required by their Nation.
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1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Bidding > Bidding for Courses.

3. Bidding for Courses page loads, user selects the desired headquarters, Nation (defaulted to Nation
selected at Org Level 5 in user’s profile), Year, Filter by School fields and clicks the Append/Update
Search button. Below is an example view of the search performed on Bidding for Courses feature with
result set.
Note: Bidding is only available for scheduled iteration in future Years. In case of selection of Year in
the past or current year, the PE/CE Seat Bids, Non PE/CE Seat Bids columns are read only.

4. User selects the course from the list and clicks on arrow under Seat Bid column.
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5. User enters the bids (numbers) for the desired course iterations in the PE/CE Seat Bids, Non PE/CE
Seat Bids columns, enters a comment and clicks Submit.
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6. A confirmation message ‘Your bidding was successfully added’ is displayed to the user after the
successful submission of the bids.

21.2 E-ITEP Administrator
Bidding for Courses feature allows users with E-ITEP Administrator Role to modify the bids entered by the
MPD Nations before they are reviewed and seats are assigned/ allocated by Training Facilities.
1. User visits e-ITEP and logs in.
2. User navigates to Bidding > Bidding for Courses.

3. Bidding for Courses page loads, user selects the desired headquarters, Nation, Year, Filter by School
fields and clicks the Append/Update Search button. Below is an example view of the search performed
on Bidding for Courses feature with result set.
Note: Bidding is only available for scheduled iteration in future Years. In case of selection of Year in
the past or current year, the MPD Validates column is read only.
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4. User selects the course from the list and clicks on arrow under Seat Bid column.

5. User enters the bid value in the MPD Validates column for the selected scheduled iteration, enters
comment and clicks Submit.
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A confirmation message ‘Your bidding was successfully added’ is displayed to the user after the successful
submission of the bids.
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22 Managing Help and Resources Sections
The Help and Resources sections can be used as repositories for documents, links, and images and are
accessible from the navigation menu.

The Help section will provide users with the information about e-ITEP and available training. Raytheon will
pre-populate the Help section with user guides helping to explain basic e-ITEP system features.
The Resources section can contain any commonly used training materials, discipline and area information for
example, maps to training facilities, or training guides.
The Help and Resources sections support all types of electronic files. However, due to size constraints and for
consistency, Raytheon recommends using Adobe Acrobat (.pdf) format for static documents, and Macromedia
Flash (.swf) format for movie clips. Content in the Help and Resources sections can be roles and permission
based and thus is accessible to specific user group. Administration of these sections is assigned on a per user
basis.
Administration of the Help and Resources Sections is the same. This example focuses on the Resources
section. Users having the role ACT Discipline Point of Contact can only edit resources under the parent
resource “Disciplines”. For resources outside this parent they only have view rights. Users having the role
Discipline Community of Interest can only edit resources inside their discipline and according to the resource
visibility grade.
Tip: Content can be loaded from any location, including your local hard drive, available network drives, and
portable media such as CD-Rom or ZIP disk. To help speed the process of adding resources, it is best to gather
all content into one location.
22.1.1 Add a Main Header
Initially, the Resources section will be blank. Begin by adding a main header.
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1. User turns Administration ON

2. All elements exist in "parent/child" relationships. The main "parent" is the Resources page. User Adds
a child to the Resources page.

3. To add a header, user chooses Item Type = Embedded Sub item. An Embedded Sub item is a new main
section within the resources section. User Adds a title. The title will appear as the header text.
Optionally, user can add a description. The description will appear as paragraph text below the header.
User enters an integer number for Sort Order. This will control the order the item appears on the page.
Tip: Raytheon recommends ordering items in multiples of 10 (10, 20, 30, 40, etc…). This way, if the
user needs to add items later, the user does not need to reorder all other items. The Resource Visibility
monitors which roles have access to the resource item. User Flags the item as Active and clicks Save to
save the new item.
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22.1.2 Add an External Link
Links can be added to external web sites.
1. User turns Administration ON, if it is not already.
2. User decides where to add the link. User clicks on Add New Child for the "parent" that the user wants
to add the link to. This example will add a link under the Sample header.

3. To add an external link, user chooses Item Type = External Link. User adds a title, and optionally a
description. User enters a Sort Order, and flags the item as active. User enters the full external URL
beginning with http:// and clicks save to save the new item.
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22.1.3 Add an internal link to a Sub-Page
Internal links can be used to create new sub-pages to hold additional resources. Internal links can create a table
of contents structure, with each link linking to a new page that contains additional resources.
1. User turns Administration ON, if it is not already.
2. User decides where to add the link. This example will add a link under the Sample header.

3. To add an internal link, user chooses Item Type = Internal Link. User adds a title, and optionally a
description. User enters a Sort Order, flags the item as Active and selects the Grade influencing the
visibility of the item according to the Grade schema shown on the help text. Then clicks Save to create
the the new item.
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22.1.4 Add a Document
Users can view documents online or save them for later reference.
1. User turns Administration ON, if it is not already.
2. User decides where to add the link. User clicks on the Add New Child link for that "parent".

3. To add a document, user chooses Item Type = Document Link. User enters a title, and optionally a
description. User selects the Resource Visibility grade which indicates which role the user must have in
order to see the document, enters a Sort Order, flags the item as active and clicks on the Browse link to
find a document to upload. User clicks save to save the new item.
a. Title: User enters the Title of the course as displayed by the system
b. Item Type – Internal Link should be used for creating internal –ITEP links pointing to different
pages, resources. Whereas Document Link item type should be used for uploading files
(allowed file types are – Pdf, xlsx, xlsm, doc, gif, mp, png, jpg, txt
c. Item Visibility: User selects the desired visibility rights for the resource item.
Grade 1: Allows the item to be visible to all the e-ITEP roles including the guest user.
Grade 2: Allows the item to be visible to all the e-ITEP roles.
Grade 3: Allows the item to be visible to the training institution administrators and higher
roles.
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Grade 4: Allows the item to be visible to the ACT Discipline Point Of contact and higher
roles.
d. Sort Order: User enters the desired sort order
e. Item Visibility: User select the desired visibility rights for the respective resource item.

22.1.5 Editing and Deleting Resource Items
To edit or delete a resource item, user turns Administration ON. Then, user clicks on the Edit symbol or Delete
symbol link corresponding to that item. During the Edit process, the user may change the same fields as when
adding a new item.

23 Appendix
23.1 Template for NATO PE/CE HQ Organisation Post/Goal Structure
Note: Download the NATO Org Structure (.CSV) file below and use it as a template to create NATO PE/CE
HQ Organisation Post/ MPD Organisation Structure and then import the modified (.CSV) file by logging in the
e-ITEP System.

Template for NATO
Org Structure.csv
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